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A picture hangs on the wall in the Executive office
which, in its mute but vivid way, tells a story of talent,
ambition, training, and performance at Touche, Ross,
Bailey & Smart. Taken in 1947, it is a group picture
which includes the 32 partners who formed the present
firm in that year. Robert Trueblood, present chairman
of the Policy Group, though in the picture, was not yet
a partner. Robert Beyer, now managing partner, had yet
to join the firm. By that time both had had experience
in accounting but their major contributions to the profession and its rewards to them were still to come. They
were in the position comparable to that of any of the
more ambitious young staff members at TRB&S today.
Their starting capital consisted mostly of training and
sound experience. With eyes on the heights, they worked
their way up in the customary manner — to partner, then
partners in charge of offices, and finally to the top posi-,
tions in the firm. The present eminent position of each
man and recognition throughout the profession is their
current reward.
The principal asset of TRB&S is people — people with
highly developed skills and an ability to work constructively with business management and with each other. U p
and down the ranks of the people with our firm, from
the new accounting recruit to the managing partner, the
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DonaltJ H. Cramer is our National Director of Personnel and
a partner in the Executive office,

Paul E. Hamman, partner-in-charge
of the Detroit office, serves on
the Executive Committee and is
a member of the firm's Policy
Group.

professional challenge proves the same: to persuade our
clients to manage their businesses more efficiently, more
profitably within the existing framework of the U.S. economy. The professional man from Touche, Ross, Bailey &
Smart fulfills multiple roles as constructive analyst, critic,
and diplomat as well as the • respected auditor, tax accountant, or management services consultant. In acting
out these roles he contributes to the firm's prestige and
profits and shares an increasing amount of personal reTHE
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ward, satisfaction with his profession, and compensation.
Traditionally the largest individual rewards from the firm
go to the men who can accept the responsibility for motivating others to work with and for them toward a goal
benefiting them and the firm.
These "most rewarded" men, the movers and persuaders, are the men in top management. A man eager to
move up into this highly respected group at TRB&S fortunately has time and economic circumstance working
for him. While new men move up to fill old positions, the
growth and expansion of TRB&S has created, and is
creating, many more management positions to fill.
In 1947 the firm had ten offices in the United States.
Today, through internal growth and merger, it has 32
offices in the United States and the international firm
has 135 offices in 36 countries. In the U.S. alone the
number of employees has increased four-fold. The greater
number of partners in the U.S., 32 in 1947 and 91 active
partners today, reflects in a more personal way this expansion. In addition to the partners, well over 200 others
in the management group have shouldered the larger and
larger responsibilities which accompany rapid growth.
During this same period, business regulations and tax
laws have grown more numerous and complex. Clients
have requested more and more services and TRB&S, to
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meet this need, has provided more services to more and
more clients. Based on conservative estimates, growth
should continue at an equal or even greater pace. Based
on the record of past promotions, then, and on present
conditions and policies, there is no reason why a young
accountant, joining the firm today, cannot be "in the
management picture" in very short order.
The Rewards for the Time and Talent

Invested

Quite naturally, a young accountant might suspect that
talk about a firm's growth and increasing opportunities
serves as a come-on for greater effort. It is. TRB&S
encourages effort and rewards it. As much as possible the
firm has eliminated "pull" and "connections" from its
practice of promotions. These factors have no place in
the promotion policy of a professional firm founded on
talent, training in technical skills, ambition, excellence in
performance, service to present clients, and development
of new business.
There are good reasons why practice closely matches
the ideal of policy. One lies in the nature of a professional
partnership. A business corporation will frequently employ an executive at an attractive salary for the special
purpose of solving a problem or to handle a major customer or to market a new product. Should the particular
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reason for the executive's presence fade, so, very often,
does the executive. He may eventually find himself out
of a job. Such a temporary relationship is not characteristic of a partnership of CPA's where the close association
usually lasts a lifetime and where a substantial benefit
program customarily covers possible incapacity, death,
or retirement.
Also, at TRB&S no uncles look out for nephews; no
fathers look out for sons. It has been a custom of our firm
to avoid nepotism in both the strict and loose sense. Few,
if any, cousins or in-laws are employees of the firm at the
same time. Because TRB&S issues no stock and prevents
nepotism, the families of the past or present partners do
not have a continuing financial interest or executive
power. It can therefore be said in complete candor that
even the newest recruit of today who invests his time and
talent and "covers" this investment with ambition and
developing skills will inherit the firm. T h e next chairman
of the Policy Group and managing partner are somewhere in the firm today as partners or managers or supervisors or perhaps even as juniors. T H E S T A F F M E N O F
TODAY WILL OWN THE FIRM T O M O R R O W .
When a man becomes a partner he achieves part ownership in the firm and assumes all the responsibilities and
rewards of ownership. T h e possibility of moving up to this
ultimate goal has a mutual benefit for the firm and for
the partnership candidate. Seen as raw ambition and personal progress, it is the carrot which makes the mule in
every man want to move forward. From the viewpoint
of the firm's future and growing prestige, it is the magnet
which brings out the full talents of a man and encourages
him to contribute the best within him as he gradually
wins the right to join the circle of partners.
The training program within TRB&S encourages this
growth through its many seminars given by specialists in
the firm as well as through outside seminars sponsored by
management and accounting organizations. The firm also
offers men eager to move ahead a fertile environment for
personal growth and refinement of skills through competition with a wide variety of talented young associates.
In such a hothouse atmosphere, the ambitious person can
advance quickly into new depths and breadths of knowledge at his own rate of growth.
Under these circumstances, nothing can be gained by
burying one's talent. It is our sincere hope that the rewards go to each man according to his demonstrated
ability, not for what he could do if he wanted, not for
what he did five years ago and on which he is still coasting, but on what he has done, is doing, AND P R O B ABLY W I L L C O N T I N U E T O D O .
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One of the frequent pleasures and continuous responsibilities of a partner is to spot and feed the "comers" of
the firm. If it were appropriate to do so, the authors could
name young men interviewed just a few years ago at the
universities, who today are either partners in the firm or
are knocking on the door of partnership. Singling out the
"comers" is not an easy task, yet the very future of the
firm depends on it. Men must move ahead into management in order to get the "feel" of being a manager. From
these men, in turn, partners emerge. Those who select
the future partners and managers know that so very much
depends on the man, himself, as to whether or not he
moves up and how fast. Sponsors need evidence of outstanding achievement. Lacking this evidence, mere potential, such as quality of mind and training plus years of
experience, offers weak grounds indeed for promotion to
a top position.
Because of the continuous need for new supervisors,
managers, and partners, and because of the basic recruitment policies of TRB&S, the people joining the firm expect to advance each year in responsibility and the firm
expects them to do so. Added responsibility goes hand in
hand with increased compensation. It is rare, indeed,
when a staff man, doing good work, does not receive a
significant annual increase in total compensation.
The Age of

Management

T h e present period in business has often been called
the Age of Management. The owners of wealth today
frequently do not manage it themselves. Stockholders,
despite the publicity a few get at annual meetings, have
relatively little effect on business policies. Within the
management group itself lies the power and the responsibility for developing professional managers like themselves, men who know their own specialties thoroughly
and who can manage other specialists. This requires an
added dimension of skill; that of motivating others and
using their talents.
In the battle for profits, the professional manager has
become today's hero. How many companies doddered in
the doldrums until some vigorous, brilliant new manager
or management team took over and gave life again to an
old and dying name? Accountants know this familiar
story best for they have an early and most intimate knowledge of the sickness and witness the amazing recovery.
Often they are the men responsible for the turn-around.
With their management skills they can pick up a fumbled
ball and run for their clients. In such an age, at such a
time in the history of business, it is never too soon to prepare for a management position.
THE
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At TRB&S, after the relatively brief period as a staff
accountant — really the beginning and the end of one's
shake-down cruise with the firm — a man is ready to start
moving up the ladder of management. The senior has a
chance to take charge of an account. T h e man who moves
ahead most rapidly takes this tryout seriously. He finds it
worth while to think in terms of growth toward management from the very start. The manager or partner in
charge of an office will think about a recruit in terms of
his management potential from the first day he joins the
firm.
How does one grow in management capabilities? The
usual way is through experience and education. Fortyfour per cent of those promoted to manager and supervisor in TRB&S last year had advanced academic
degrees. Most men use the bachelor's or master's degree
of the accounting major and the C.P.A. certificate as
springboards into a lifetime of additional study in the
field. Business expansion, government regulations, more
complex taxation, spreading stock ownership, and such
break-throughs in technology as the computer have revolutionized the practical value of accounting to a business.
Faced with this revolution, accountants quickly recognize
that they must continue their professional growth by
every means.
Aware that more clients need and ask for general management counseling, TRB&S in recent years has encouraged and trained men to become "account executives"
or "general services" representatives and eventually general services partners. T h e "account executive" serves as
a link or liaison between the firm and the individual
client. With his specialty broadened by a background of
general experience in all services of the firm, he can recognize the additional needs of the client and can recommend special services or combinations of services available
through other specialists. In this way he both fulfills a
specific task for the client and he shapes the total services
performed to meet the client's needs. Functioning in this
manner, the "general services partner" finds himself with
unusual opportunities to serve his clients.
This new program, emphasizing broad experience,
moves men into ever-higher management reponsibilities
faster than they could move through specialization alone.
The trend at TRB&S parallels a development in business
management which now rates general management skills
as one of the best preparations for top positions in business. Changes in concepts and services required by our
clients make it imperative for men who seek the pinnacle
positions in our firm to develop experience in at least two
out of the three phases of the firm's activity: tax, audit,
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and management services. The directive of January 1,
1962, covering inexperienced staff people subsequently
employed, supported this goal. Training in two of the
three classes of service is now an eligibility requirement
for promotion to supervisor or senior consultant. A few
exceptions to this policy may crop up, of course, in the
case of specialists who come to the firm with unusual
achievements in a particular field.
Typical Men Who Have Moved

Up

In order to make the process of moving up in the firm
more vivid, the following examples were taken from our
personnel files. Although the offices, the universities and
the years are fictionalized, the examples are real and typical of the actual promotions which took place.
Tom Smith — Moving

Up to Senior

At TRB&S, junior and semi-senior are not precisely
defined. However, the typical person is a junior for only
one year and he expects and receives increased responsibility as a semi-senior. H e is almost certain to have incharge experience even though he may not be considered
as a full blown senior until he has completed about three
years with the firm, but there are no specific time requirements before this promotion can be made. If he can perform the duties and carry the billing rate, he can be
promoted to senior at any time. The partner in charge
of the office of the candidate controls this promotion but,
as in all promotions, his judgment is influenced by others
in the management group. A look at the career of Tom
Smith suggests the accomplishments which helped his
promotion.
Tom Smith joined TRB&S in 1953 just after he graduated from the University of Wisconsin as an accounting
major. In college Tom thought he would enjoy public
accounting and took the typical number of accounting
courses. Soon after he joined the firm as a junior he was
married and the Smiths, in due time, started their family.
From the very start Tom showed more than average
dedication to his work and an eagerness to carry out
assignments. " I want to move ahead," Tom told the personnel manager in his office. Under the guidance of his
seniors, Tom tackled a variety of audits in manufacturing, including multi-plant companies; a brokerage firm;
a retail specialty chain; and also had time to work on
several eleemosynary clients. Tom saw the benefits of outside activities and, with the help of his office, was invited
to serve as one of the advisors for a Junior Achievement
Company. Tom maintained his university contacts and,
on several occasions, was invited to speak to the Accounting Club and to Beta Alpha Psi.
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T o assist in determining Tom's salary increases, the
partner in charge reviewed the staff evaluation reports
and discussed Tom's progress with others in the office.
From all reports, Tom was off on the right foot, making
a good, solid beginning and merited promotion. As soon
as he became eligible, T o m sat for the GPA examination
and passed all but auditing on his first attempt. O n the
assignments given him his outstanding characteristics had
been energy and capable performance. Within three years
he was senior on all of his assignments. Today, he is a
manager in the firm.
Dick Campbell — Moving

Up to Supervisor

Recommendations for promotion to supervisor are
made by the partner in charge of an office and sent to the
Executive office where they are reviewed by the Executive office partners, including the national directors, who
in turn submit their recommendations to the managing
partner for final approval. In the Executive office review,
an attempt is made to compare the qualifications of all
the staff men being recommended for promotion throughout the firm. At the same time, studies are also made of
those not being recommended and the managing partner
will frequently raise questions with the partners in charge
regarding these people. Promotion announcements are
made on September 1st of each year. No promotion to
supervisor or senior consultant will be denied by the managing partner without further consultation with the partner in charge who made the original recommendation.
T h e average new supervisor is about 30 years of age and
has had five years of experience with the firm. Twentytwo percent of the supervisors in the firm are presently
under 30 years of age.
Dick Campbell, who was promoted to supervisor September 1, 1962, majored in accounting at the University
of Texas. He pledged Phi Gamma Delta and kept u p his
affiliation with that group after graduation. Dick joined
a smaller office of TRB&S in 1956 and obtained his
C.P.A. certificate from the State of Texas in 1959. As
a senior, Dick was in charge of one of the largest manufacturing clients in his office, in addition to some smaller
clients and most of the work referred from other offices.
Shortly after coming with the firm, he joined the Jaycees
and progressed through treasurer and vice president and
became a director for three years.
Dick was business development minded and was in
charge of the Business Development Program for his
office. O n the promotion recommendation form, the partner in charge stated:
He is the most client-conscious man in the office in
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terms of business development. He and his wife spend
their own time and money developing potential clients
and entertaining existing clients. Dick has secured at
least two clients for the office as a result of his own
efforts during the past year. This new client development should be accelerated in future years. Dick is
well-received by all staff people in the office. He has
the rare ability to listen to other people, but yet not
be a bump on a log. Since his association as an officer
of the Jaycees, Dick's personality has developed to such
an extent, it is difficult to remember the quiet person
he had been in prior years. Dick has the potential to
become a partner in the firm.
Dick is continuing his progress with the firm and recently transferred to a larger office. In the near future,
Dick will undoubtedly be promoted to manager.
Bill Jones — Moving

Up to

Manager

For promotion to manager the recommendation procedure is similar to that of selecting a supervisor. The
average new manager at TRB&S has had 8 years of experience and 70% of those promoted last year were under
35 years of age. Furthermore, 50% of all our managers
are under 35 years of age.
Consider the case of Bill Jones, who was just under 31
when he was promoted to manager. Bill obtained his
MBA degree from the University of California, Berkeley,
after attending a liberal arts college for his undergraduate
degree. At the time he joined the staff, he was not certain
of the area in which he wanted to concentrate, so his
initial assignments were on the audit staff. During this
period, he developed an interest in MS and was given an
opportunity to try out his wings in this department. He
discovered this was the area of his primary interest and
has remained in the MS department. With the help of
an internship, he became a senior consultant shortly after
four years with the firm.
He has worked on various phases of MS including
Profitability Accounting, organizational studies, and management reporting. His success in MS has stemmed from
his administrative ability and his understanding of top
management people.
Needless to say, Bill is very ambitious and has been
very successful in attracting new clients for the firm. O n
a recent promotion form, the partner in charge of Bill's
office said "Bill has been personally responsible for bringing in seven new clients this year and eighteen new clients
last year. He has also developed many continuous MS
engagements." Bill has contributed to his own reputation
by giving talks before industry associations and several of
THE
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these talks have been published in the trade magazines.
He has been recommended for partnership consideration and his office believes he has the potential to become
a partner in charge of an office.
Bob Williams — Moving

Up to Partner

Promotion to partnership, the ultimate move a man
makes at Touche, Ross, Bailey & Smart, has begun, really,
when a man rises to the level of supervisor or manager.
One of the most important functions of the Policy Group
is to admit the new partners. Under the procedures laid
down by the Policy Group, candidates for partner must
be under consideration for at least one year prior to admission to partnership. O n e purpose of these procedures
adopted by the Policy Group is to provide an orderly plan
to review and appraise candidates to be admitted to partnership. Another purpose of these procedures is to get
potential partners from all offices of the firm on the list
as distinguished from recognizing individual office needs
only.
Partners in charge of offices give their opinions of candidates and frequently, as in the case of Bill Jones, cite
a man as having partnership potential at an early stage
of his career. The candidate for partnership will be recommended to the managing partner by the partner in
charge of an office when the man is either a manager or
even a supervisor so that the man can be observed over
a period of time by many partners in the firm, including
members of the Policy Group.
The record on each candidate will be transmitted to
the Policy Group through the managing partner, who
may or may not approve the recommendation. After a
thorough discussion, the Policy Group will either turn
down the recommendation or will place the candidate on
an "on deck" list as one who should be admitted to partnership in one to three years. T h e partner in charge may
resubmit a recommendation turned down in the past. We
hope such a system of checks and balances gives each
candidate ample time for additional achievement and
provides the managing partner and the Policy Group
with more than one opportunity to consider a man whose
full potential may not have been recognized. T h e majority
of new partners are between the ages of 35 and 40 and
have had about 10 to 15 years of experience with the
firm, usually their entire career in business after graduation from college. However, here again, there are no
rules about minimum age or length of service. Several
candidates have been admitted with less than 10 years
service and under 35 and the youngest man was 29 when
admitted to partnership.
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For more details on what one young partner accomplished before election, take the case of Bob Williams
who became a partner September 1, 1962 at the age
of 33.
Bob Williams came to the firm from the University of
Michigan with an advanced degree. Since our first conversations with Bob, we knew of his strong interest in taxation and, after about two years on audit, he was assigned
to the tax staff. Before three years had lapsed, he was
transferred to head up the tax department of another
office. He immediately began to assist the partner in
charge in building the tax practice of the office, paying
particular attention to recruiting and training the staff.
Soon after his move to the other office, he became
active in professional affairs and was appointed chairman
of the Federal Taxation Committee of the State Society.
H e also found time to give talks and write for publication,
including an article in the "Journal of Accountancy."
From the beginning, he concentrated on serving his
clients and building his professional reputation as an
outstanding tax man. At the time Bob was proposed for
partnership, the partner in charge said, "Bob works so
well with people that his greatest value to the firm will
always be in a position where he works directly with
clients. H e fits into this office's situation perfectly because
of the great number of small clients who have confidence
in him." These characteristics are not unlike those of
many other young people moving up in the firm.
T h e leadership characteristics which Bob displayed as
he was going up through the ranks to partner are still
evident in his work today. Meeting client deadlines, burning the midnight oil when required, and discussing problems with clients remain an important part of Bob's responsibilities.
Moving

Up Within the Partner

Ranks

Upon reaching the partnership ranks, continued growth
and increased responsibility are possible. New horizons are
opened. Opportunities exist to head up a department in
an office and full responsibility for the professional reputation, the profits, and direction an office takes is open
to that partner who can rise to partner in charge. Administering the affairs of the firm not only on a national
basis, but on an individual office basis as well requires
considerable talent. Partners demonstrating administrative talent can play a significant role in the growth of an
individual office. Partners demonstrating outstanding
ability in their individual areas are often chosen for larger roles as members of technical committees or as members of the Policy Group of the firm.
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MOVING UP OR O U T
Touche, Ross, Bailey & Smart follows a policy which
may be referred to somewhat crudely as "up or out." It
rewards well those men who contribute most to the
profession and to the firm's growth. A man making
normal progress can expect a salary increase each year
and increases in supplementary compensation. Exceptionally outstanding performance will earn exceptional
recognition in increases in compensation. There are no
personnel rules which limit the increase in compensation
a person may receive.
As any business realist might expect, the firm does not
reward "drifters" or downright incompetence. Competent drifters eventually find themselves on a plateau of
salary and responsibility which only their initiative can
exchange for a higher level. When this happens the firm
has an obligation to tell the man about his future with
the firm.
Yet, if someone with the experience for moving up to
a senior, supervisor, manager, or partner does not make
the grade — and feels he should — he might take the
oversight as a cue and ask the partner in charge what
seems to be the obstacle. Sometimes such a talk can
iron out misconceptions about what is expected of him.
He also may find that it is time for him to move . . . out.
The fast mover presents a different case. Some men
just have more "on the ball" while others, with less,
have greater determination to make the most of what
they have and perfect their talents earlier than some men
with greater natural gifts. As in a ball club, so much
depends on the motivation of a man to get ahead. All
players are competent or they wouldn't be on the team
in the first place. Some emerge as "stars" through sheer
natural ability; others become stars through application,
training, and fine work game after game. Some become
the Babe R u t h s ; others the Lou Gehrigs; still others
strike out.
The Man with a Problem
A few men fail miserably to realize the potential they
had — or we thought they had — when they came as
recruits to TRB&S. Take the fictionalized case of Bill
Peabody who flunked his C.P.A. exams, lacked motivation, and whose work, scrutinized carefully by an alert
supervisor, became more and more unsatisfactory. As a
final blow he could not work well with his associates or
with client personnel. More than once the personnel
manager had him in for warning talks. In good conscience the firm couldn't recommend him to anyone else
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for a position. Finally the personnel manager fired Bill.
Fortunately the shock of being fired from a firm whose
personnel policy results in very few dismissals led Bill
to take hold of himself. With changed habits he came
back for an interview with his former personnel manager who was able to help him get a job as an assistant
accountant for a large manufacturer. Bill is now the
head accountant of the concern and earning a substantial
salary.
Perhaps the case of Bill Peabody seems extreme. It is.
Still, without becoming such a problem case, a man may
start as an "average" accountant with only average
potential and for some reason, perhaps only indirectly
related to his ability as an accountant he becomes a
"strong achiever." T h e reverse can happen as well:
dazzling potential at the start may fall winded and puffing in the long stretch. Yet this unexpected behavior
occurs in only a few m e n ; most follow a pattern of continuous, conscientious growth and performance. This is
the pattern in most professions. It gives to professional
people their image of reliability.

Job Offers from the

Outside

Any professional accountant worth his salt can expect
job offers from the outside. Men from TRB&S get as
many, if not more, than most. Sometimes the offer arrives
with the real knock of opportunity. At other times a
temporary advantage, usually in salary, comes cloaked
as something less than the knock of opportunity. If
accepted too hastily it may preclude a greater opportunity in the future. An example may clarify this point.
Within recent history an accountant with TRB&S, call
him Jim Tanner, was moving ahead at a greater than
average rate. When a senior, with solid audit experience
behind him, he had as a client a small manufacturing
concern. It offered him a job as controller. T h e bid
came at a time when Jim could use the money, a nice
step-up in salary, to meet mortgage payments on a new
house more easily and also to pay for various furnishings
in the new house. Jim's potential growth as an accountant prepared him to carry a larger than average debt,
but the large payments still hurt and the job offer looked
like a quick solution. His partner in charge talked with
Jim and convinced him to stay and get more depth to
his experience. Jim passed up some offers along the way
to a managership four years later. Salary increases for his
good work each year gradually lightened the relative
load of his debts. About that time Jim's abilities so impressed a major client that it offered to make him
THE
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treasurer at a substantially larger salary than he was getting, with stock options thrown in.
"This is my big chance," Jim told the partner in
charge. And the partner in charge, though sorry to lose
Jim and also willing to back Jim for partnership, finally
agreed that it was a fine opportunity. "But I sure am
glad I stuck to my training four years ago," Jim admitted. "I'm a much better accountant now that I was
then and I am confident I can contribute that much
more to the new job. It put me ahead any way you look
at it." With each job offer Jim received, he felt free to
discuss it with his partner in charge.
So it goes. Talent, ambition, training, and perform-
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ance smooth the way for advancement in business management, the professions, and certainly at Touche, Ross,
Bailey & Smart. Each man has the freedom to move
ahead at his own speed and the firm stands ready to
help him through rich, practical experiences and through
training seminars within the firm as well as opportunities
to develop his reputation outside the firm through speaking engagements and published articles.
In business, in any organization, each man's conduct
and performance reflect on his firm and on his calling.
It is only natural to expect that those who contribute
most receive the greatest compensation, move ahead the
fastest, and find the greatest personal satisfaction.

This article is based in part on a talk given by Donald J. Bevis
at the recent meeting of the partners in charge of U.S.A. offices.
Consequently, the comments and observations are directed
primarily to partners and staff of the USA firm.

TRB*S
International
Qttc Paid/?

T H E INTERNATIONAL Group of Touche, Ross, Bailey &
Smart is no longer the dream of a handful of partners.
Today it is a reality, and we in the International Coordinating Office and all of you in the USA firm have a
stake in it. In this article we would like to tell you a
little about the progress that has been made, the work of
the International Coordinating Office and things that can
be done by the partners and staff of the USA firm in the
development of our international program.
At the outset we should state that the basic objective
of the International Group of Touche, Ross, Bailey &
Smart is to achieve and maintain the capabilities for providing high-quality services to international clients in all
the principal areas of practice — accounting and auditing, taxation and management services — in any part of
the free world. The International Coordinating Office
has been created to provide full-time leadership for the
attainment of this objective.
W H Y WE H A V E AN I N T E R N A T I O N A L
GROUP
When the three of us first sat down together to discuss
what should be included in this article, there was immediate agreement that something must be said about the essentiality of having an international organization. We
know that many of the partners and staff in the U.S.A.
firm have had little experience with our international
organization, and questions about the time and expense
involved in this activity are inevitable. But for those of
us who have already experienced being part of an inter-
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International Coo dinating Partner
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Administrative Manager,
International Coordinating Office

national group, there is no doubt that an international
organization is essential for the continued growth and
prosperity of all the component firms, and particularly
TRB&S in the U.S.A.
On October 1, 1959, Mr. Bevis presented to the U.S.A.
firm's Partners' Meeting a paper entitled "Progress in
Organizing the International Firm". In that report he
cited the compelling need for an international organization to enable us to meet the needs of clients such as
Parke Davis, Kaiser, Litton, Chrysler, and Sears, Roebuck, as they extended their activities into many other
countries. At that time, we had no way of knowing how
our existing clients might react as they moved into new
countries and found we could not give them service.
However, we were certain that the risk of doing nothing
about an international organization of our own was
substantial.
Even though we had a number of international clients
at the time, there were still those in TRB&S who could
not see the need for an international organization. It became apparent to all, however, that our reputation as
one of the leading firms in the public accounting profession was also at stake. At least four of the other large
firms in the USA already had established international
capabilities, and the others were actively seeking ways
to achieve international stature. We can assure you that
these other firms have not let up in their efforts to develop and promote their international capabilities, and
they share our conviction as to the importance of an
international organization for future growth.
We sincerely believe that the future
public accounting profession will depend
profession's capabilities in the relatively
management services and international

growth of the
largely on the
new areas of
practice. T h e

ROGER R. CRANE
Coordinating Principal For International
Management Services

ability to render services in these two areas will lead to
increased use of our accounting and auditing and taxation capabilities.
As in the past, the profession and its individual firms
will be forced to expand to keep pace with the expansion
of business activities. Foreign investments of U.S. capital
have increased almost 250% in the last ten years, and are
still rising rapidly. Hardly a day goes by that we don'-t
read of some new U.S. venture into international business. The flow of capital from Japan, from the Common Market countries, and from many of the other
developing countries is increasing daily. This is bound to
stimulate new work for the public accounting firms
having international capabilities, and TRB&S is ready.
The essentiality of an international organization was
recognized by the original three firms, George A. Touche
& Co. in the U.K., Ross, Touche & Co. in Canada, and
Touche, Niven, Bailey & Smart in the U.S.A., as early
as 1956. Together, they formed the first International
Committee to consider the various alternatives for meeting this need, and in 1959 the International Group of
Touche, Ross, Bailey & Smart was conceived.
W H A T O U R I N T E R N A T I O N A L G R O U P IS
LIKE
As Mr. Bevis reported in his 1959 paper, the original
International Committee gave serious consideration to
three possible plans for achieving international capabilities. To continue as we were at that time, using a different correspondent firm in each country, would not give
us the international image we desired and for many other
reasons was out of the question. The Committee considered the possibility of an exclusive representation agreement with one of the established international firms. This
alternative had several obvious disadvantages, and there
was a strong feeling that such an arrangement would be
an abdication of our responsibility to our existing international clients. Having rejected these two approaches,
the Committee was left with two alternatives, to open
our own offices in other countries or to form exclusive
association arrangements with reputable local firms.
Looking back to 1959, it is difficult to believe that we
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ever seriously considered an attempt to open our own
offices. It would have been impossible to find sufficient
numbers of qualified personnel for such an undertaking.
All of the other international firms have told us in the
last several years that they are having serious problems
finding high quality people who are willing to work in
another country for a reasonable salary. Most of the
other international firms have given up any attempt to
staff their international offices largely with people from
the U.S., from Canada or from the U.K., and they are
using local people instead. We believe several of these
other international firms have also recognized the advantages to their clients of having native personnel who
are familiar with local business customs, tax practices, etc.
This is a good point to remember because we have had
one or two cases of clients who indicated a preference for
another firm under the mistaken assumption that their
work in other countries was being done only by USA
personnel.
After considering all of the alternatives, that first International Committee finally concluded that an international group of associated local firms would best meet
the objectives of TRB&S. In this way, TRB&S could immediately acquire the background and expertise in the
business practices, tax requirements, etc. that we knew
our clients would be looking for in their international
ventures. Further, the demands on the original three firms
for staff would be minimized.
Of course, the Committee members knew there would
be problems too. Most of them had traveled enough at
that point to know that it would not be easy to find
good local firms in some countries. Nevertheless, they
moved ahead and we have today a group that we can
be proud of. In each country in which good local firms
could be found, TRB&S has selected the best for membership in our International Group. O u r associates are
first-rate people, people who are known and respected in
the business community of their respective countries.
In less than five years, our International Group has
grown from three firms with 37 offices to thirty-six firms
with over 135 offices. TRB&S now reaches into substantially all of the major business centers of the free world.
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NEED FOR THE INTERNATIONAL
COORDINATING OFFICE
Finding the firms we wanted for the International
Group was only the first problem to be overcome. However, because TRB&S was among the last of the big
firms to enter the international field, it was necessary to
concentrate on that problem. Most of the time and
money spent on international activities in the first several years was for exploration of new countries. As the
International Group began to take shape, we were able
to devote more attention to the problems involved in
making the TRB&S concept work.
In many other countries there had been little or no
demand for the public accounting profession as we know
it in the U.S.A. T h e qualified local firms had developed
their practices for the most part around tax services and
organization work, with most of the auditing work done
by the international firms. T h e local firms had long been
interested in developing audit work, but their local clients
had been slow to respond. Only in recent years have the
lending institutions in others countries begun insisting on
audited financial statements from borrowers and potential borrowers. As a result, we have been faced in many
countries with a sizeable educational program, to teach
the special standards and procedures we observe within
the USA firm, and to insure complete understanding of
our clients' needs. T h e difference in individual and national attitudes in different parts of the world has made
this task particularly challenging.
Trying to mold a group of independent local firms
into an international group was also a complex challenge.
It takes a great deal of time and effort to develop in each
of our offices around the world that essential feeling of
oneness with TRB&S. Effective means of communication
were needed; techniques for coordinating of the efforts of
individual firms were required; and most important of all,
it was essential that TRB&S people in all parts of the
world get to know each other. A substantial part of our
resources in the last several years have been put into this
effort.
While our International Group was still small, it
seemed feasible to deal with these problems through the
THE
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part-time efforts of the various members of the International Committtee. However, our rapid growth made
this technique unworkable. Dividing responsibilities for
our international program among the original three firms
just created additional problems of communication and
coordination, and led to inconsistencies in dealing with
our many associates. All the members of the International
Committee sensed this inadequacy in our organizational
concepts at about the same time, and last fall the Committee took steps to overcome it. At last year's regular fall
meeting of the Committee, it adopted the concept of an
International Coordinating Office, with a full-time staff
responsible for execution of the TRB&S international program. At a special meeting two months later, a program
for 1964 was approved.
We would like to tell you a little about our international program and the work of the International Coordinating Office. Unfortunately, the space limitations of
an article such as this will not permit detailed description of all parts of the program. Therefore, we will summarize and concentrate on the most significant parts . . .
quality control, practice development and international
coordination.
QUALITY CONTROL
As you all know, the USA firm has for many years
maintained a regular program for controlling the quality
of work done for clients in this country. T h e principle
feature of this quality control program is review of all
work by someone independent of the engagement, often
someone from another office. This includes office report
review, cold reviews arranged by the Executive Office,
and the more comprehensive reviews by task force teams.
Our firm has long recognized that continuous attention
to the quality of our work and reporting is essential to
maintenance of the confidence of our clients and the business community.
The other firms in our International Group share our
concern about quality, and have their own programs for
meeting the needs of their local practices. T h e work they
are doing for clients referred from other countries has
placed an added responsibility on them. Not only must
they observe their usual standards and procedures, but
JUNE,
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they must in many instances perform added steps to satisfy the needs of the referring firm. It is the job of the
International Coordinating Office to see that there is a
clear understanding between the two firms, and to ascertain that the referred engagements are carried out to the
satisfaction of both firms.
Because a substantial percentage of our Group's present
international work is referred from the U S A . firm, the
International Coordinating Office was established in the
USA to be close to the source of the work. However, we
are in constant contact with the TRB&S firms in other
countries and visit many of them regularly. T o assist with
our quality control program in other countries we have
a small staff of qualified, experienced people in three regional coordination locations. We are in continuous contact with our member firms in South America through
our two men in Sao Paulo, Brazil; another man in available in London to work with member firms in Europe;
and one man is using our Tokyo Office as a base for assignments in the Far East. In addition to this full-time
staff, we are frequently assisted by partners or staff members who are visiting other countries on special assignments.
PRACTICE DEVELOPMENT
O u r program for practice development is doubled-barrelled, and embraces both development of new international business and assistance to individual member firms
in local practice development. Let's consider the latter
part first. Each of the firms in our International Group
has its own unique concerns and plans for the future.
Before becoming a member of our Group, each firm was
forced to find its own solutions for problems, its own paths
to self-improvement and growth. Membership in the
International Group of TRB&S has made available to
each of the firms a wealth of experience and other resources. Where assistance is desired, the International
Coordinating Office is ready to assist any member firm
in working out solutions to problems, administrative as
well as technical, and in developing and carrying-out programs to achieve their long-range goals.
One phase of our effort to assist our firms with their
practice development programs deserves separate men-
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tion. We have found that the field of management services is becoming as important in other countries as it has
become in the USA. T h e capabilities of our member firms
in this increasingly important area of our practice vary
considerably. Some are already deeply involved in management services work while others are just getting
started. Because of the importance of this area to the
accomplishment of our basic objective, we have established international management services as a separate
part of our total program, under the leadership of the
Coordinating Partner for International Management
Services. It is his responsibility to know the management
services capabilities of the TRB&S firm in each country,
to assist the firms in finding and training management
service personnel, to help develop and staff international
management services engagements, to disseminate information about our international capabilities, research
efforts, new techniques, etc. and to represent TRB&S in
international meetings of management organizations.

tries to operate as a unified International Group, without
some central clearing point. All of our offices, in the U.S.A.
as well as in other countries, can look to the International
Coordinating Office for assistance in handling matters
involving another TRB&S firm. We assist in arranging
inter-firm staff transfers, the handling of inter-firm billings, exchanges of technical information, arranging international meetings, and a myriad of other matters. It is
time-consuming, but never dull.
Ours is a fairly ambitious program. Many of the things
that must be done to achieve our long-range objective will
not be accomplished in one year. Some parts of this program will stretch out over several years, and it will be
necessary to add new parts to our program in future years
to deal with new situations and new problems. Continued investments of time and money will be made, but
one of the most imporant ingredients for success will be
the enthusiastic support of all the partners and staff of
TRB&S in the U.S.A. Some of you may not be convinced
of the value of this investment today, but it is an investment that must be made if our firm is to maintain the
high standing we have all worked so hard to attain.
H O W CAN Y O U H E L P ?
We will mention a few specific things each office can
do to further our international program.
Quality

Control

While our practice development program at the local
country level involves assistance to the member firms with
their programs in areas such as obtaining and training
staff, improving office administrative procedures, developing management services capabilities, etc., our practice
development program on an international scale is designed primarily to bring in new work. T h e International
Coordinating Office maintains relationships with the
principal international lending agencies and banks, and
represents the Group in dealing with international organizations such as the United Nations. We also coordinate
business contacts involving more than one country. O u r
associates are known and respected in their local business
communities, and each has contacts that could be beneficial in developing new work in other countries. An
organized effort to make the most of such contacts is possible through the International Coordinating Office.

Obviously, with its limited staff, the International Coordinating Office cannot be everywhere at once, assisting
with all of the TRB&S work being done in other countries. Nor are we in a position to know what your clients'
specific needs and desires are. Each office must see to it
that instructions to an office in another country are clear
and sufficiently detailed. Further, you must make a
thorough and critical review of the reports submitted
from other countries to see that your clients' requirements
have been met, just as you do for work referred to another U.S.A. office. If you or your client are not satisfied
with the services received, let us know. We are working
with the other TRB&S firms almost daily, and are in the
best position to act to correct the situation. Neither our
associates in other countries nor those of us in the International Coordinating Office have any psychic powers. If
you don't let us know when you have a problem, there is
nothing we can do about it.

COORDINATION

Training

From what has been said about our program u p to this
point, it should be obvious that a great deal of our time
and effort must be devoted to coordination. It would be
impossible for thirty-six firms in as many different coun-

One of the most frequent requests from the other
TRB&S firms is for assistance with their programs for
training their personnel in both audit and management
services. We know of no better way to give such assistance
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than through on-the-job training in one of the U.S.A.
offices. We have already done a small amount of this
training, but a much greater effort is required. We are
counting on all the U.S.A. offices for help in this area,
and not just the larger offices. Naturally, we must be as
selective as possible in accepting requests for training
assistance because of the high demand. We try to insure
that the people selected have the necessary linguistic
ability, and other attributes to fit easily into the assisting
office. In the past, some offices have been reluctant to
accept responsibility for a share in this part of our program, but they have tried it and found it a rewarding experience. They have found that their own staff people
benefit from the experience also.
It is most important, when someone from another country is in your office for training, that each of you make a
personal effort to help him. One person will be assigned
to counsel him, and see that he is kept busy on work that
will challenge him, but each of you can impart something
of value to his training experience. Your help will be
appreciated and you will be making a significant contribution to the strengthening of our International Group.
Loaned

Staff

Some of the TRB&S firms find it impossible to send
staff to other countries for extended periods. A better
means for assisting these firms with their training programs is to have an experienced person from another
member firm working in their office for a period of a year
or two. We have given a lot of thought to such a program
and believe these temporary transfers would be highly
beneficial to both the recipient office and the office furnishing the man. If an office furnishes a man for a temporary assignment in another country, we sincerely
believe it will get back a much better man than it sends.
The experience such a man will get in working for one
or two years in another country could not be duplicated
in the U.S.A. Already, several offices have furnished
seniors for temporary assignments in other countries. They
are first-rate people and will do a lot for the International
Group, and for the U.S.A. firm when they return.
One word of caution, however, before you sit down to
write to us requesting a transfer to one of the sundrenched islands of the Caribbean or one of the glamorous capitals of Europe. Assignments in other countries,
even when of limited duration, require a certain kind of
person. T h e man, and his wife, must have strong personal
motivation to learn the language, business customs, and
cultural background of the country in which he will work.
He and his wife must be willing to adapt to different
modes of life, both physically and mentally. For the man
JUNE,
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or woman who can make this transition, the rewards are
many.
From time to time, we will also be looking for qualified
instructors for staff training programs and seminars to be
held in other countries. One of the keys to such assignments will be a knowledge of languages, particularly
French or Spanish. TRB&S partners and staff in other
countries have more than met us half way in their personal efforts to learn the English required for the conduct of business. We in the English-speaking countries
are somewhat backward when it comes to other languages, and must now work twice as hard to overcome
this deficiency in our capabilities.
Information
Another area in which we need the help of every
partner and staff member is in maintaining up-to-date
information on our international practice. We must know
in the International Coordinating Office what work is
being done in other countries, when significant deadlines are imposed, what visits are planned by TRB&S
or client personnel, etc. The requirement that copies of
all international communications be sent to the International Coordinating Office is still in effect, but, too
often, we are not informed of a situation until it is too
late to do anything about it. We have told all of the
other firms in our group to look to this office for assistance in international matters, and we must know what
is going on.
Intangibles
This final item in our list of things you and your office
can do to help build our international organization has
been labeled "intangibles" because these are the little
things it is difficult to put your finger on. Perhaps we
should call these the "Golden Rule" items, because that
is essentially our advice. Treat our associates from other
countries in the same manner that you would like to be
treated yourself.
Those of you who have already visited other countries are familiar with the attention and respect accorded
TRB&S visitors. O u r associates are just as busy as we
are in our own offices, but they take the time to meet
us, help us and entertain us. Let's show them the same
attention, interest and gracious hospitality.
We have overcome a late start to put together an exceptional group of national firms. This effort has made
TRB&S one of the largest international firms. We have
a firm foundation on which to build. If we all pull together, with confidence and enthusiasm, we can give the
TRB&S name an international prestige second to none.
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venture
by Vincent Price
Mr. Price is a respected authority on art
as well as a distinguished actor.
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Sears, Roebuck and Company has been a TRB&S
client (Chicago) for many years. This article
is reprinted from Business Horizons, Winter, 1963.
LTEORGE STRUTHERS, imaginative vice-president in charge
of merchandising for Sears, Roebuck and Company, is a
persuasive man. I must confess, though, that he needed
none of his charm when, in the spring of 1962, he asked
me to put together a collection of fine art for sale in Sears
stores. For twenty-five years I had been carrying on the
battle for bringing art to people in their daily living—in
the home, at the office, and in small museums and centers
outside the great cities. Here was a chance to do just that
on a strictly business basis—and with more than 400
potential outlets.
Almost as if we had thought through the scheme
together, Sears executives and I came to quick agreement
on our principles of operation. My job would be to seek
out and buy original works of art under a tentative price
ceiling of $10,000 per unit and within a definite, though
reasonably generous, total budget. For its part the company agreed to sell each item at the best possible price and
with a guaranty of its authenticity as an original. The
entire operation would be based on a mutual conviction
that (1) a wide spectrum of American families would
respond to a tasteful selection of art by buying good
pieces at prices they could afford, and (2) American
business firms should support the arts all along the line,
from store and product design to the merchandising of
creative works. Neither Sears executives nor I wanted any
part of a collection gathered simply to imply that the
firm was high class. Such collections are pretentious, for
they neither work into people's lives nor make the company and its executives any differently disposed toward
art in the day-to-day business of making a living.
Merchandising Art
The orthodox machinery for bringing sellers and buyers
of art together has been hundreds of years developing.
For those who know the ropes it is a simple market, one
that requires little more equipment than an expert sense
of values and a trader's temperament. But the finderdealer-gallery structure of the art market perplexes those
who are unfamiliar with it. Moreover, the market for
most art is a thin one, to use the phrase of the securities
dealers, with few sellers and buyers ready at any time to
deal on a particular piece. Consequently, it is hard for
the layman to judge values. Although gallery managers
and dealers are probably as honest as any other category
of businessmen, the uninitiated usually approach the marts
with the uneasy feeling that they will be fleeced or that
their artistic interests will be laughed at by gallery perJUNE,
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sonnel. Unwittingly, dealers have fostered the idea that
art is for an esoteric few, and only a totally new approach
to selling art can correct this notion.
It was our view that the merchandising of art should
not be confined to a few stores in the larger cities but
should in time be an activity of all the Sears outlets. For
this reason we decided to send out shows of selected pieces.
The Vincent Price Collection began with 2,700 items and
has grown to 35,000 despite sales beyond our most optimistic predictions. By now, the collection has appeared in
seventy-five stores, and currently about twenty shows are
on the road.
Although a few shows were sent to stores in areas considered particularly suitable for market-analysis purposes,
the choice of locations has been largely random. In general, collections tie in with special sales of home furnishings and furniture, the promotional theme being that a
work of art is the ultimate in home decoration. For this
reason we have employed no special salesmen; and although I have tried to attend as many shows as possible,
someone in home furnishings ordinarily takes over the
basic selling job for the two or three weeks that a show
remains in a store.
At first I personally supervised the selection going into
a store. But after the first ten shows or so, the task of
buying original works in the major markets of Western
Europe and the United States became so time consuming
that, despite increasing efficiency in managing sales from
the collection, choosing the items for a particular store
had to be reduced to routine. Except in special instances,
we now follow approximate rules of thumb, selecting so
many oils, so many watercolors, so many etchings, and
so on. Prices vary from $25 to $10,000 with only a few
pieces at the expensive end of the range, chosen largely
for prestige and advertising value. The highest proportion
of sales is in the $100 to $300 range. My good friends in
Department 621 at Sears (gifts, lamps, china) have suggested that we use more high-priced items as prestige
pieces to attract viewers. My own impression is that shows
seem to draw about equally well no matter what the
asking prices, and I must confess to an art collector's
natural reluctance to spend too much of the budget on
expensive pictures.
The Brooklyn collection about a year ago was typical;
the printed list showed seventy-one pieces, of which eleven
were oils and ten were watercolors. Artists included
Vlaminck, Diirer, Goya, Rembrandt, and Chagall along
with a sizable number of first-rate but unknown youngpeople. Usually the store showing the collection receives
100 items plus walls, lighting, and instructions for hang-
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ing; it also keeps fifty items in reserve as replacements for
pictures that are sold.
One way we have reduced costs is to turn over the
design of frames to my wife, Mary Grant. A former
costume designer, she has undertaken the complex and
delicate business of deciding what mat and molding go
best with a particular picture. Her talent ensures an
artistic setting at prices considerably less than those
charged by galleries, which may add as much as 30 per
cent for framing to the price of a picture in the $100-300
range. A combination of volume buying of frames and
Mary's clever design has resulted in high-style, quality
framing at something like two-thirds the usual cost.
We started this venture with few prejudgments, determined neither to trammel ourselves with unnecessary
constraints nor to defeat our ultimate purpose with too
ambitious an inventory. We began with only two restrictions from Sears. One was that we should go easy on
abstracts. Very quickly, however, we began to get complaints about the absence of abstract paintings, and we
discovered that interest in "way-out" stuff is greater than
we had imagined. Second, it was suggested that nudes
might be out of place. We now have 300 in the inventory
and have received only one complaint — from a lady who
regarded one of Hogarth's more flamboyant specimens as
too vulgar to be in a Sears store. (Of course, it was not
Hogarth who was vulgar. Like Henry Fielding, he simply
caught the vulgarity that was uniquely late-eighteenth
century, the vulgarity of his time.)
O n the positive side, we began with a few precepts that,
with minor exceptions, have served us well. The ones that
have stood the test of nearly two years' merchandising
make a short but important list.
1. The collection begins and ends with the principle
that Americans should buy genuine works of art and not
reproductions, even though reproductions have their place
in certain settings. My concern is that people buy originals.
2. Original works may be classical or contemporary. We
have honestly attempted to provide the works of established artists and continue to seek quality pieces within a
predetermined price range. We nevertheless try to buy
the significant output of promising young artists no matter
what their present reputations among the public and in
art circles.
3. We are careful to "shop" everything we sell. If the
collection obtains a piece that is obviously a great buy, the
company sets a bargain price on it. Where there is no
basis of comparison for valuation purposes, the price is
set according to a fair and reasonable judgment of the
market.
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Tribulations of Venturing
Any new business effort entails risk. Venturing implies
picking up the dice and rolling them along a smooth,
green surface against the wall. T h e Sears management—
excited, challenged, completely devoted—was willing to
gamble on this particular venture.
T h e operation has not been without its problems, although by now most of them have been resolved one way
or another. Not the least of our trials was the public's
misapprehension that art is synonymous with oil paintings,
and even some of the Sears executives were terribly worried with me because 1,800 of our first 2,700 pieces were
graphics, that is, pictures that are printed. Etchings, lithographs, aquatints, and engravings can be just as decorative, as appealing, and in their way as lovely as oils, watercolors, and gouaches. Indeed, we rule out no art form as
long as the prospective item is judged to be of lasting
value. Some of the really delightful additions to the collection have been the original sketches of eminent designers
and nineteenth-century posters, which were done through
the medium of lithography.
In the beginning, we felt that we would have to rely
heavily on big names. "A Rembrandt in every Sears store"
became a kind of motto, repeated only half in jest, for the
early shows. Yet every time we brought in a Rembrandt
etching, sometimes priced as high as $1,500, it went out
almost immediately. Finally we ran out of those of good
quality, and only occasionally does a dealer (we buy only
from the most reliable) come up with a Rembrandt etching or two. In general, this problem extends to nearly all
the famous names except for the most expensive items.
O u r pieces are priced to sell, they are available on extended payment plans, and they move rather than remain
in inventory.
A not altogether unexpected but nevertheless annoying
result of our efforts has been the sharp rise in prices of
certain prints that we have tried to obtain in quantity.
Talking to a dealer in London not long ago, I asked about
the availability of some Gerald Brockhurst engravings. His
reply was that these engravings were now in short supply
"because some nut in the United States has been buying
them u p . " Clearly, Sears' aggressive entry into the art
market has been a stimulant to certain sectors of that
market. Avoiding substantial price increases while maintaining quality takes a certain amount of ingenuity and a
lot of coldly calculated bargain hunting. Knowing a dealer's specialization and the parts of his inventory that have
obviously been on his hands too long leads to bargains.
Another shortcut to real buys is the purchase of early
works of artists long since established as favorites of the
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art-loving public. And we must always remember that
public taste is heterogeneous, often hard to fathom, as
likely to be old-fashioned as avant-garde, and perhaps less
predictable than taste in women's fashions.
Little perplexities furnish their daily quota of decisions
to be made and questions to be answered. We must set
straight the people who have the misconception that we
are set up to handle objects. Many others appeal to us in
letters that can be summarized in two sentences: " I was
left a print. W h a t is it worth?" Other requests come from
thousands of students who want to be shown; we wish to
see the first-rate work of young artists, but the problem of
screening is a continuing puzzlement only partly resolved
by the device of inviting them to send us color slides of
their material for preliminary viewing. And whereas most
galleries take material on consignment, we early decided
to buy outright and so have rights to use a picture for any
purpose deemed suitable. Fortunately for our cause we
have had the approval and cooperation of regular dealers,
most of whom have benefited from our promotion. Good
relations with the regular market organizations have
helped settle many difficulties.
Art and Business
I do not divulge any business secrets when I testify that
the Sears venture into art has paid big dividends. Not,
perhaps, on the operation itself, though there is increasing
optimism that, after all costs are met, the collection will
ultimately show a profit. More important, at least in the
short run, is the volume of store traffic generated wherever
a show has been put on display. People who had never
been inside a Sears store are now regular customers because they can find locally what they formerly thought
was available only in New York, Chicago, or even Europe.
And although shows have ordinarily been tied to promotions of home furnishings, other departments have steadily
reported increases in business when a collection has been
in the store.
Sears would not have undertaken so risky a venture in
the sole hope of increasing its volume. T h e commitment
to the encouragement of art and the improvement of taste
was in part, of course, another step in the transition of the
firm from a mail-order house to a department store chain
of the first rank. It was, if you will, simply a logical move
on the part of a company that had already become the
largest merchant in the world of both diamonds and furs.
There must have been a sense that art is the only commodity in the world with eternal value.
But what is really significant about the Sears adventure
is that it puts the world of business into a different relaJUNE,
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tionship with the world of art. For centuries—indeed,
since we have any record of such matters—art and worldly
success have been inseparable. Now one of the most successful organizations in the history of Western civilization
has placed its vast resources squarely on the side of the
proposition that the rarest commodity in the world, the
closest thing to divinity that man has, may become the
possession of a household that can afford any piece of
workaday equipment.
Many would argue that the purchase of a work of art
is a good investment. We hope that those who buy from
the collection buy for another reason, the right reason.
Whoever buys a work of art makes a statement of his
taste and so doing predicts his success as a h u m a n being.
It is no secret to the business community that the
American taste is becoming increasingly sophisticated.
Good taste is a fragile quality, hard to define and hard to
come by. It is a sense of fitness, an appreciation of proportion and symmetry, the gift of discerning beauty. It is
nurtured in an environment of leisure and expanding educational opportunities and is certainly encouraged by
rising incomes.
The American businessman, whatever he is selling, will
have to rely more and more on his own taste and that of
his associates to ensure his firm's success in the marketplace. In a society of steadily rising incomes and increasing
education, good taste in design will be a requisite of
product acceptance. The Sears experiment has demonstrated that consumers are even now artistically knowledgeable and perceptive, ready to buy first rate art.
In the November, 1963 issue of Harper's, Russell Lyries
inquires plaintively, "Is Kindness Killing the Arts?" Specifically, he wonders if, by making art fashionable, we
have not forced the artist to flee a society that adulates
him, that, indeed, "insists on discovering corners of his
soul that he has not yet discovered for himself." I like to
reflect that the greatest periods in the history of art were
the ones in which the artist was the most pampered. It is
perhaps the nature of the artist to see himself for a time
either neglected or exploited, but as a mature figure he
has always ended up grateful and proud in patronage.
In any case, the young artists, the teachers presently
lodged in our colleges and universities, the unknowns
begging to be shown—these are by no means running
from an overindulgent and oversolicitous public. Quite
the other way around, they endlessly seek an outlet for
their talents that neither softens nor humiliates. It is perhaps the lasting contribution of the Sears venture that it
brings art back to the marketplace, whence it came,
where it can be honestly judged, and to which it belongs.
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Our Office

Jamaican History
Jamaica today is often cited as an example of how a new
nation can move smoothly into independence. It was discovered by Columbus in 1494 and occupied by the Spanish. In 1665 it was captured by the British and remained
a colony until 1962 when it was given full independence
and admitted as a member of the British Commonwealth
of Nations. Jamaica is also a member of the United Nations, T h e International Monetary Fund and The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and
is in the process of becoming a member of the International Finance Corporation and the International Development Association.
T h e motto of Independent Jamaica is " O u t of Many,
One People," and Jamaicans pride themselves on being
one of the best examples in the world of a harmonious
multi-racial community. Jamaicans are of varied descent:
primarily African, but also English, East Indian, Chinese
and Lebanese. Intermarriage contributed to the blending
of these groups.
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Accounting is considered to be one of the fastest growing
professions in Jamaica today, and our practice there has
grown accordingly. TRB&S in Jamaica grew out of the
sole practice of Ivan S. Heron, which began in Kingston
in 1949. Only a few years later, in 1954, a branch office
was opened in Montego Bay, the second largest town on
the island. In 1955 E. Carroll Thorburn was taken into
partnership, and in 1958 Dennis C. Bunny and Philmore
H. Ogle were made partners.
O u r associates moved into their own building four years
ago. In doing so, they left the established professional
district and located in a residential area now turning commercial. Headquarters for 3 of the island's largest agricultural crops (sugar, bananas and citrus) are close by —
other TRB&S clients, spread throughout the island, are
interesting because they represent a cross-section of the
economic activity. Included among them are firms engaged in merchandising, manufacturing, tourism, construction and the professions.

Tower Isle Hotel

Economic Facts
In the past, the economy of Jamaica has been based
mainly on agriculture. Within recent years, however, the
government has made intensified efforts to encourage the
establishment of industry and to increase Jamaican tourist trade. In addition to the goverment's tax rulings and
other incentives offered for this purpose, the Jamaica
Industrial Development Corporation has set up offices in
New York, London and Toronto, and the Jamaica Tourist
Board has offices in these cities as well as in Chicago, Los
Angeles, Miami, San Francisco, Vancouver and Seattle.
Jamaica has the largest bauxite deposits in the world,
and bauxite (mined by Kaiser, Reynolds, Alcoa Minerals,
Inc. and Alcan of Canada) is one of her chief exports.
Other main exports are sugar, rum, bananas, citrus, coffee
and cocoa.
Harbour View Housing Development

The Future

PARTNERS & ASSOCIATE IN CONFERENCE ROOM - L to R - Philmore Ogle, Dennis Bunny, Ivan Heron, Carroll Thorburn (PARTNERS) Carl Findlay (ASSOCIATE)

Our Partners

Of the many recent changes on this progressive island, two
of the most significant to readers of T H E Q U A R T E R L Y
stem from the combined work of the government, the
accounting profession and the University of the West
Indies. First, the government proposes to introduce legislation which will lead to the formation of a Jamaican
Institute of Accountants. Second, as a result of the efforts
of the University of the West Indies and the profession,
the school plans to introduce higher accounting in its
B.Sc. (Econ.) course in the 1964 academic year. In an
enlarging economy like Jamaica's, developments such as
these are essential and mean that the accounting profession can look forward to the kind of accelerated growth
necessary to meet the demands that will soon be made
on it.

The many activities of our four partners in Jamaica indicate their range of interest and public service . . . Ivan S.
Heron serves as director of the Jamaica Chamber of
Commerce and member of the board of governors of
Kingston Technical School. E. Carroll Thorburn acts as
president of the Association of Accountants of Jamaica
Incorporated, first vice president of the Jamaica Branch
of the Association of Certified and Corporate Accountants
and a member of the Kingston Pilotage Authority. Dennis
C. Bunny devotes his time as a member of the taxation
committee of the Society of Chartered Accountants in
Jamaica. Philmore H . Ogle holds the position of secretary
of the Jamaica Branch of the Association of Certified and
Corporate Accountants, member of the Council of the
Association of Accountants of Jamaica Incorporated and
member of the Committee of the Extra-Mural Department of the University of the West Indies.
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W E ARE ALL AWARE of the tremendous expansion of
United States investments in other countries during the
last few years. The Department of Commerce tells us
that United States private investments abroad amounted
to approximately $60 billion in 1962, as compared with
$19 billion in 1950. These numbers are impressive not
only because of the significant increase but also because
of the magnitude of the amounts.
We get some idea of the number of new entries into
foreign markets from the results of surveys included in
the annual publication of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Accounting Trends and Techniques. The 1963 results, based on a review of 1962
annual reports, indicated that 403 of the 600 companies
included in the survey had foreign subsidiaries. In an
earlier survey conducted by the AICPA in 1949, the
annual reports of only 165 of 525 companies indicated
the presence of foreign subsidiaries. These figures, of
course, refer only to subsidiaries, and then relate only to
those instances where the existence of subsidiaries is apparent from annual reports. It is safe to assume that a
greater number of companies have foreign operations,
however minor, and certainly a higher proportion of
the companies than the two-thirds indicated in the 1963
survey have some dealings with foreign markets and,
therefore, have some interest.
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Reasons for

Increase:

There are a number of reasons for increased investments abroad. Primary, of course, is the desire to enter
new markets. In addition, many companies hope to take
advantage of sources of raw material or of lower costs
such as wages. Tax advantages have been a significant
factor to be considered when establishing new locations.
It is also possible that in some instances the act of entering foreign operations may be in the nature of a defensive move in order to continue to sell in certain
economic or geographic groups. The European Common
Market is the best example of such a group where investment may be required in order for a United States
company to continue to compete.
Accountants

Are

Involved:

In every instance that I can think of, the basic motivation for investing in other countries is profit. Accordingly, the financial manager is directly involved in the
why, where, how, and how much of such investments
and, also, in their maintenance.
I believe that profit motivation as a reason for expanding investments in other countries may be good for
our country's foreign relations. At least alliances based
on mutual profit can often be stronger and more lasting than those based on fear or dubious gratitude.
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From the Company's

Standpoint

As financial people, our involvement in foreign operations brings us face to face with some very substantial
problems not normally encountered in our work in our
own country. Let us consider some of them.
GENERAL D I F F I C U L T I E S E N C O U N T E R E D
W H E N D O I N G BUSINESS I N
OTHER COUNTRIES
Boundaries and

Distance:

Immediately upon the commencement of business in
another country, the United States businessman encounters a new barrier to free and easy dealings and communication within a business entity. This barrier is the
country boundary. Somehow this barrier is both physical
and mental. It is physical in that certain requirements
must be met and certain procedures followed in order
to transport products or people between the entity's locations.

GWAIN

H.

GILLESPIE

Gwain H. Gillespie's article is based on his recent presentation at Texas A & M. Mr. Gillespie, who joined
TRB&S in 1953, is a partner in our Detroit office.
He attended Gustavus Adolphus College in Minnesota
and graduated from the University of Michigan with a
BBA. He is currently treasurer of Employers'
Unemployment Compensation Council and also serves as vice-chairman of the Committee
on Professional Education of
Michigan Association of CPA's.
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Boundaries also create mental barriers which are not
as easily defined. It is just not as easy for us to pick up
the phone to call a city in another country, say Monterrey, Mexico, as it is to call a city the same distance
away but in the United States.
We have seen this barrier operate in Detroit in connection with United States owned companies in Windsor,
Canada. You may not be aware that in Detroit we look
south to Windsor, Canada, which is an extraordinary
position for a Canadian city to have in relation to the
United States. T h e problems surely are fewer between
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Detroit and Windsor because of their proximity, but
Canadian officials of subsidiaries of United States companies have indicated to me a feeling of aloneness, although they are just across the river. The only barrier to
full communication and contact is a freely crossed boundary, but there is a barrier.
In any case, for these reasons it is probable that the
United States businessman will have less contact with
his company's forign operations than with its domestic
operations.
Distance, of course, also affects communications and
the amount of direct contact, again bringing into play
physical and mental hurdles. It affects the financial manager quite specifically in the timeliness of receipt of reports from other countries. Many United States parent
companies have found that it takes much longer to get
information, including normal reports, from foreign operations than from their domestic subsidiaries and divisions. Companies give forced recognition to this fact by
consolidating foreign subsidiaries on a month lag basis.
Timeliness of reporting is not solely related to distance;
in a number of countries it has been the custom to issue
financial reports five to six months after the close of the
fiscal year.
Language

Differences:

Another difficult problem encountered is the language
difference. In the selection of personnel, the use of both
English and the native tongue is very important. Learning a new language to the degree necessary for personal
and business dealings is usually quite difficult for most
people and requires a reasonable amount of time. Too
often a company must place an overt emphasis on language facility to the reduced consideration of other capabilities. This can be a mistake.
Written communication also becomes more complicated where differences of language exist. Most records in foreign countries are maintained in the local language and accounting records are usually no exception.
As a matter of fact, some countries require accounting
records to be maintained in the official language. For example, in Brazil, all accounting records are to be maintained in Portuguese, and, incidentally, in Brazilian currency, which creates another problem that we will discuss later. It is apparent that accounting personnel must
be able to use the local language from the standpoint of
maintaining records.
Here is where we in the U.S. encounter one of our
major weaknesses in our ability to conduct foreign business. Most of us do not have any significant use of
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languages, other than our own brand of English. Accordingly, for financial statements and other reports to be of
any use to American management, they must be translated. Most often the translation is done in the foreign
countries where company personnel are usually bilingual.
Often words translate quite differently than might be
expected. Recently, we received a report from a European country regarding examination of accounts receivable. The translated report indicated that certain tests
had been carried out to allow the auditor to formulate
an opinion on the "materiality" of the accounts. As you
might guess, we were confused. A conference with one
of our partners more familiar with the particular language helped us to understand what the term meant.
T h e country's language does not have a word which
has the technical meaning we usually assign to materiality in accounting terminology, i.e., relative significance.
T h e translation employed a common non-technical definition of materiality, i.e., substance, that of which something is made. This is an example of the kind of problem that can occur.
Business Habits and

Customs:

In dealing with people in other countries, the fact
must be accepted that different business habits exist.
Businessmen are generally honest the world over, but
business ethics do vary between countries because the
requirements of business practice are not the same in all
business communities. Certainly it is never expected that
subterfuge should be accepted or condoned. However,
the United States businessman must recognize that there
are differences in attitudes.
Consider the not uncommon business practice in some
Latin American countries of issuing invoices as a convenience. The reasons for such issuance may vary, but
there are companies who will issue an invoice indicating
they have performed a service or sold merchandise when
the specific transaction described has not taken place.
In one instance employees were performing additional
services for their employer company, acting, in effect, as
outside contractors. Because they did not want to be involved in the many required procedures related to doing
business in that country, they made arrangements with
a supplier to issue invoices for the work they were doing.
The supplier retained a percentage of the invoice amount
for bookkeeping and administrative services. Obviously,
this practice could cause serious trouble, not only for
the employee in his attempt to circumvent the law, but
also for the employer in lack of control.
The United States businessman should also recognize
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that he will encounter emphasis on different values in
his dealings with people in other countries. Possibly in
some areas less importance will be placed on time. It is
also possible that the first impression of workers in some
other countries might be that they are not as industrious
as workers in our country. It is important that opinions
based on such first impressions be held in abeyance until
there is an opportunity to more fully understand the
customs and practices of the countries.
In many other countries a great amount of importance
is placed upon vacations. Business shuts down during
the holiday period. Many workers reserve vacation accommodations years ahead of time, and it appears to
be almost impossible to get them to change their plans.
O n one occasion officials of a company decided that
in order to take a physical inventory they had to shut
down the plant during a time when they would normally
be producing. This action was taken as an alternative
to trying to get workers to spend several days of their
vacation period in taking the physical inventory.

United States. These organizations prescribe, in some detail, accounting and reporting practices required to be
followed by those companies which come under their
jurisdiction. Other countries have their own agencies
with corresponding regulations concerning financial information. Some are very complete in their requirements and quite strict, others are less so.
Brazil is an example of a country with comprehensive
regulations. T h e Company Law outlines in some detail
how accounting records should be maintained, the type
of financial statements that should be prepared, to whom
the financial statements should be presented and, in some
instances, what accounting principles should be followed. In general, the requirements should give the
United States accountant little trouble. As an example,
the Company Law requires that:

Foreign

It seems to me that this requirement generally agrees
with accepted United States concepts.
The Companies Act in Germany not only specifies the
form of financial statements in considerable detail, but
requires that the same chart of accounts be used by all
companies.
In Argentina, annual financial statements in a form
prescribed by regulations must be approved by shareholders and published in the Official Gazette. Fortunately for us, these regulations are based generally on
SEC standards.

Relations:

Let us also face the fact that everyone does not love
us. Any U.S. company can expect to encounter some
antagonism directed specifically toward Americans or in
general to foreigners. It is not our intention in this article
to discuss foreign relations problems, but we all should
recognize that this factor exists and often for good reason. In Geneva, the influx of foreign companies has
significantly raised the cost of certain skilled personnel,
for example, secretaries. There is bound to be a reaction
among the local businesses.
Local Laws and

Regulations:

As in the United States, each country has its own
laws and regulations which affect business operations
including accounting. It is absolutely necessary that these
laws and regulations be understood, and that their effect
on business be of particular consideration when a business move is contemplated. It would be impossible for
United States executives to understand and keep abreast
of changes in local laws. Accordingly, it is usual to place
major responsibilty for compliance on local executives
and their local consultants in the foreign country.
SPECIFIC ACCOUNTING PROBLEMS
Regulations:
You are familiar, at least generally, with the regulations promulgated by the Securities Exchange Commission, the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Federal
Power Commission, and other regulatory bodies in the
JUNE,
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"Assets shall be valued at cost, provision for depreciation or depletion being necessary; however, in
the case of saleable assets, market price should be
applied if lower than cost."

In addition to laws, the American businessman may
encounter other requirements relative to accounting
practices. These requirements may be imposed by professional organizations, or may merely be the result of
accepted practice in the country. We certainly have to
remember that the real authority of accounting principles in this country, at least until now, has been its
acceptance by the profession and business. A good example is the recent pronouncement by the Accounting
Principles Board on the investment credit.
Taxes:
In other countries, as in the United States, you will
find that there is often a relationship between acceptability of accounting principles and requirements for tax
purposes. As a matter of fact, in a number of countries
certain tax deductions are available only if they are recorded in the accounting records and are so shown in
the financial statements.
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It is good business to take advantage of tax deductions wherever possible. It seems to me that if a particular
principle is accepted practice in the country and recording is required in order to have a tax deduction,
it makes good sense for the subsidiary of a United
States company to take advantage of the situation. For
example, in Switzerland it is permissible to deduct, for
tax purposes, inventory reserves and allowances for
doubtful accounts in excess of amounts which may be required. In this instance, the provisions must be recorded
in order to be deductible. Certainly, the described practice would not necessarily be in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles as we know them.
However, the practice is accepted by industry and the
accounting profession in that country.
At first glance it might appear that following tax regulations would always lead to conservative accounting
practices in the preparation of financial statements. This
isn't so! In Brazil, for tax purposes, deductions for depreciation are limited to movable property and are not
allowed for buildings and improvements. Accordingly,
depreciation would be less than amounts required to
allocate cost of assets over estimated useful lives in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
Accounting

Principles:

There are a number of specific differences in accounting practices between countries. Such differences are not
necessarily universal. Let us consider those variations that
are most common. In general, variations from accounting principles, as we know them, will be encountered primarily in three major areas: (1) appraisals, (2) depreciation practices, and (3) reserves.
1. It is common practice in many countries to allow
for appraisals of fixed assets in order to give recognition to violent changes in currency valuations. We in
the United States have virtuously declared that this is
not a good practice, primarily, of course, because of the
judgmental factor involved. However, no matter how
much we think things have changed since the good old
days, we have not experienced the fantastic inflation that
has occurred in other countries and the resultant distorting effect upon financial statements. O u r economy
has been relatively stable during the years and we have
not felt great pressure for price-level adjustments. Therefore, we may have to move slowly in asserting our exclusive correctness in this particular area.
2. There is considerable variation throughout the
world in practices followed in accounting for depreciation. In some countries, consistency in method of spread-
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ing costs of assets does not have the emphasis that it has
here. In other countries, methods are used which result
in extremely rapid depreciation.
3. T h e use of reserves is probably the variation from
United States practices hardest for any of us to understand. It is not uncommon for companies in certain other
countries to make provision through operations for general business reserves with the very apparent purpose of
leveling income. Again, before we criticize, we must give
some recognition to the reasons behind this practice. In
certain countries, it is the custom or even law for all or
substantially all net earnings to be paid out as dividends.
Management must retain funds in the company for expansion or reinvestment for other reasons. They might be
criticized for allowing themselves to be caught short.
Accordingly, the officers or directors of a company may
arbitrarily limit published net earnings to the amount
they want to pay as dividends by adjustment of general
reserves. Conservatism is probably a greater virtue in the
presentation of financial statements in other countries
than it is in the United States.
Just because certain practices differ from our own, does
not make them necessarily wrong or unsound. We must
recognize the situation which is not within the normal
range of our experience, as for example, appraisals. It is
also important to remember that there is some question
concerning the overall desirability of some of our own
accounting principles, even though t h t / have general
acceptance. U.S. accountants must, in dealing with foreign operations, recognize situations where differences are
merely a matter of opinion, rather than unsound accounting.
While there are important differences, we should recognize the similarities between our thinking and the
thinking of accountants and financial people in other
countries. For example, accounting practices are very
close to our own in certain parts of the British Commonwealth, particularly in Canada. O u r experience has been
that accountants in other countries, even where there are
substantial differences in practices, are quite aware of
what is happening in the United States. They are often
quite familiar with publications of the A.I.C.P.A., the
N.A.A., the A.A.A., and the writings of our professors in
our universities.
Whose Practices

Apply:

Having considered some of the differences we will encounter, what should we do about them when preparing
financial statements?
It appears that the U.S. company will have to do some
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conforming to the practices and customs followed in the
business community. Maybe the best rule is to consider
the purpose of the information. Local standards should
be used for local use where required. When the financial
information is to be used in the United States or is to be
included in consolidated financial statements, generally
accepted accounting principles recognized here should be
followed in any significant area. This action may require
adjustment of the local financial statements to conform
to United States presentation. Reports for the use of management should, of course, fit their requirements. If possible, the company should require standard reports for
internal purposes in order that proper comparison can be
made. This action becomes absolutely necessary as the
international organization becomes larger and more complex.
A C C O U N T I N G BY P A R E N T
To Consolidate or Not:
Let us now consider how we should handle financial
information relating to foreign operations in the financial
statements of the United States parent company. The
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has
recognized the importance of information on foreign investments. Chapter 12 of the final edition of Accounting
Research and Terminology Bulletins deals specifically
with foreign operations and foreign exchange. T h e discussion in the Bulletin recommends that:
1. Full disclosure be made in the financial statements
of United States companies of the extent to which they
include significant foreign items, and
2. Adequate disclosure of foreign operations should
be made whether or not foreign subsidiaries are consolidated.
There is a general tone of "be careful" throughout the
chapter, indicating a caution on the part of the accounting profession.
As evidence of further caution, we find that Accounting Trends and Techniques indicates that the two major
reasons for not including subsidiaries in consolidated
financial statements are:
1. Excluded merely because foreign.
2. Excluded because of the geographic location of certain foreign subsidiaries.
It would appear that managements are also of the
opinion that there is more reason for looking askance at
the financial results of foreign subsidiaries than at the
results of domestic subsidiaries. At least there is a greater
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reluctance to include such information in consolidated
financial statements.
Generally, consolidation (including one-line consolidation) of foreign subsidiaries should be restricted to those
instances where the following elements are present:
1. The parent has financial and operating control.
2. Exchange or other restrictions do not preclude transfer of earnings to the United States. If there are restrictions, there is a question as to whether the increase in
equity has accrued to the credit of the group. In Japan,
for instance, the right to transfer earnings on investments
out of the country is restricted to certain types of business
(banks, insurance companies, airline companies, and
steamship companies). There is considerable question as
to whether it is appropriate to consolidate Japanese subsidiaries not in the aforementioned industries.
3. The subsidiary is definitely a part of the operating
group and not just an investment.
4. T h e economic and political situation in the foreign
country is not so unstable that it is unrealistic to consider
an operation as long term under the existing conditions.
In this vein, I would wonder about the continued inclusion of a Cuban subsidiary in United States financial
statements.
When foreign operations are extensive, it has become
common practice to include a schedule of assets and liabilities of the companies as a footnote to the financial
statements. Usually, this schedule indicates the assets and
liabilities by category as they are included in the balance
sheet. Very often a further segregation is made by geographical area. In a number of instances, not as common,
a combined statement of net earnings is given.
More often footnotes disclose pertinent factors relative
to the foreign operations, usually including equity in the
companies at the balance sheet date and the parent's
share in net earnings of the entities for the year. These
disclosures are made in cases of consolidation or in instances where investments are carried at cost or equity,
whichever is lower, the other most common form of presentation.
The annual report of one company released recently
has a somewhat unusual method of handling foreign corporations. Its foreign subsidiaries and branches are fully
consolidated in the statement of results of operations.
However, the net earnings of these foreign subsidiaries
and branches not remitted to the United States are deducted before arriving at net income for the year. Investments in the foreign subsidiaries and branches are carried
at cost and a full listing of assets and liabilities is shown.
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In effect, the company is saying that foreign operations
are an important part of its business. However, it appears
that the company is a little leery as to the permanence
of incremental earnings to the benefit of the company
and, therefore, is not recognizing such earnings in the
consolidated financial statements until actually received
in the United States.
Conversion of Foreign

Exchange:

One of the most difficult problems encountered in dealing with foreign operations is interpreting the resultant
financial information in terms of United States dollars.
This conversion must be accomplished in order that the
financial data be understandable to United States management and, of course, is necessary for inclusion of financial information in combined or consolidated financial
statements. In effect, it is not appropriate to add marks
and yen.
Various methods or rules are followed in conversion
of financial statements and it is important to apply the
rules in light of the circumstances in each situation. Most
commonly, however, the following general rules may
apply:
1. Current assets and current liabilities are converted
at the rate of exchange in effect at the balance sheet date.
2. Assets not to be converted into cash within the succeeding year or business cycle and long-term liabilities
should be converted at historical rates. An exception is
the instance where the liability is to be repaid in other
than the local currency. In that case, it is appropriate to
apply the current exchange rate.
3. The statement of net earnings should normally be
converted at average rates during the year.
Generally, companies follow the rule of recognizing exchange losses but not recognizing exchange gains except
to the extent of previous recorded losses. This treatment,
of course, follows the old accounting rule of conservatism
and is subject to some difference of opinion.

seen several governments do a complete about-face, usually because the faces have changed. Cuba is certainly a
good example.
Companies with extensive foreign operations have recognized the existence of these risks and many have
created foreign operations reserves. The basis for provision of allowances for possible losses varies considerably.
For example, most companies provide some amounts each
year by charges against earnings. Few companies publish
a basis for this provision. At the other extreme, General
Motors, one of the pioneers in making provision for possible foreign losses, has not changed the amount of the
reserve since 1954 and so states in their annual report.
Usually the provision for possible losses bears some relationship to risk of investment and possibly to earnings
being generated. The foreign operations reserve is commonly available for losses due to:
1. Major currency devaluations
2. Significant changes in exchange restrictions
3. Expropriation
4. Other risks not usually encountered while doing
business in the United States.
T o an accountant, of course, provision of such a general reserve may be a little hard to accept. However, it
is necessary to appreciate the problems involved. Fairly
substantial earnings are being experienced by United
States companies through foreign operations and it certainly appears appropriate to recognize that such substantial earnings are not all free; additional risks are involved,
and the best estimate of the problem should be recorded.
The practice of providing foreign operations reserves has
become quite common.
Taxes on Unremitted

Profits:

Risks:

A company which recognizes the accruing of earnings
of foreign operations should also recognize that, before
these funds can be transmitted to the United States, the
payment of additional taxes will probably be required.
T h e various avenues of liquidating domestic subsidiaries
are not available in the case of most foreign operations.

Companies that have made investments in foreign
countries must recognize that they have an unusual valuation situation. In many countries, there are risks not
encountered here in the United States. In the first place,
United States management does not have the same control over foreign operations that it has over domestic
companies. For one thing, the jurisdiction of the United
States courts does not always reach that far. In addition,
things can change. During the last several years, we have

Many companies provide taxes on unremitted profits
to the extent taxes will have to be paid in ultimately
transmitting funds to the United States. It does not appear appropriate to make such provision just on the basis
of net foreign earnings. Some consideration should be
given to the old brick and mortar theory, i.e., on a goingconcern basis not all funds will be transferred over. Considerable judgment is necessary in interpreting permanent
investment.

Recognition
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ROLE OF T H E FINANCIAL EXECUTIVE
More Independence

and

Responsibility:

The problems and difficulties that we have discussed
indicate that the financial executive, whatever role he
plays in connection with foreign operations, has a difficult job. The local financial manager may be in the
toughest spot. For example, the executive in charge of
accounting in a foreign country will usually have to exercise more independent judgment than his counterpart
in the United States. One of the reasons is the previously
mentioned distance from the home office. A second and
more important reason is the peculiar problems he will
be involved with. It is not possible for the United States
executive to be familiar with and keep abreast of all local
laws and customs. More reliance must be placed on the
individual decision of the financial manager in the overseas subsidiary.
The financial executive in a foreign country must be
even more alert than his counterpart in the United States
to economic problems and changes. Again, a prime reason is the difficulty his United States superior has in
knowing what is going on.
The foreign operation financial executive, due to the
enforced decentralization just described, has considerable
responsibility, more than is always recognized by his
superiors here in the United States. Too often an attempt
is made to fill a position in a foreign country at the same
level of capabilities that is required here, where much
more advice is available and more control is exercised.

they will usually be staffed, at least at the top, by United
States personnel. From experience, it appears that this
type of liaison is helpful and may be absolutely required
in order that executives of the parent, including financial
executives, may limit the time spent in trying to keep
abreast of details on foreign operations.
Internal

Auditor:

The internal auditor has considerable value in assisting the United States financial manager to keep his finger on what is happening throughout his world operation.
Here is a situation where managerial or operational auditing fits to a tee. O u r impression is that anyone from
home, and particularly someone with a good background
in company practice, can be quite helpful to the local
manager. However, top-notch international auditors are
extremely hard to find.
Independent

Auditor:

In much the same way, the independent auditor is an
invaluable aid to the absentee owner. T h e large international accounting firms such as TRB&S can be quite
helpful to the United States parent. The local auditor is
in a position to perform an examination in accordance
with local requirements and customs and must have extensive local tax knowledge but, in addition, he is aware
of United States standards and requirements. T h e auditing firm is usually an important part of the controls used
by companies with extensive international operations.
CONCLUSION

Coordination:
Many companies have created international departments here in the United States to coordinate overseas
foreign operations on a top level basis. Other companies
have such headquarters in other countries, but even then
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In conclusion, the accounting problems that face a
company entering foreign operations are large and varied.
However, they are challenging rather than frightening
and they can be solved with the exercise of more than
usual skill and patience.
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Kenneth S. Reames, partner in our Detroit office, is shown at a planning
meeting for family affairs month, a public service program sponsored by the
four fields of law, banking, insurance and certified public
accounting.
Others pictured with him are: Norman B. Weston, vice president and trust
officer of the National Bank of Detroit; Nathan B. Goodnow, partner in the
law firm of Dykema, Wheat, Spencer, Goodnow & Trigg; and Leon Landsberg, chartered life underwriter for Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance
Company.

Our Tokyo office held their annual dinner party in March. This photograph of the staff and their wives includes:
(seated) Mrs. Murakami, Mrs. Hayashi, Mrs. Okunuki, Mrs. M. Watanabe, Yoshiwo Watanabe, and Mrs. Y. Watanabe:
(middle) Mrs. Kawai, Miss Kikue Shinada, Mrs. Nishimura, and Mrs. Yamamoto; (3rd row) Takuzo Kubota, Masao
Watanabe, Mikio Kawai, and Ryohei
Yamanaka.
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(Above) Louis A. Werbaneth (left), new president of the Pittsburgh Chapter
of the Pennsylvania Institute of Certified Public Accountant's, accepts gavel
from John L. Harvey, Jr. past president of the Pittsburgh
Chapter.
(Upper right) Lois J. Pearson, a member of the San Diego audit staff, was
honored as Girl of the Year by San Diego Xi Eta Sigma Chapter at the annual
Founder's Day banquet of Beta Sigma Phi, international sorority. This annual
honor is awarded to the individual the members feel has contributed the most
to the organization during the past year.
(Right) Gail N. Brown partner in charge of our Rochester office, was elected
president of the Rochester Area Chapter of the New York State Society of
Certified Public Accountant's. Mr. Brown is also a director of the National
Association of Accountants and serves on the Finance and Solicitations Reviews
Committees of the Rochester Chamber of Commerce.
The second annual meeting of the Americas Group of TRB&S was held in Mexico City in November, 1963. The Americas
Group includes all the TRB&S firms in the Western Hemisphere, from the Canadian firm in the North to the Argentine
firm in the South. As the host firm, our Mexican partners ayid their wives made the meeting a great success.

Shown left to right in a formal pose: Enrique Carstens, \ During one of the six round-table sessions, shown left to
right are: Jorge Fischer, Jr., Brazil; Enrique Carstens, MexMexico; Antonio Galaz, Mexico — General Chairman of
ico; Colin Daly, Jamaica; John Vernon, South
America
the meeting; Romulo Gonzalez Irigoyen, Mexico;
Robert
Beyer, U.S.A.; Robert Adams, U.K.; Donald J. Bevis, In- Regional Coordinating Office.
ternational Coordinating. Partner.
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by Walter H. Diamond

A MERICAN BUSINESSMEN are frequently startled by the

Take the case of France since de Gaulle came to power.
While approximately 350 American businesses were setting up French distributing centers for the European
Common Market, another 1,000 U.S. firms were negotiating license pacts for patents, trademarks, copyrights,
designs, technical services, certain types of rentals and
trade secrets and formulae. In Australia the 850 so-called
American investors actually consist of only 250 companies laying out funds for capital investments but with 600
firms operating through licensees.

arrangements often gain precedence over direct investments. Nevertheless, by far the majority of companies are
quick to admit that the much lower royalty tax on
patents, trademarks and other services over corporate
rates is the prime incentive for their decision.
Generally speaking, the easiest way for an American
company to find the country which will levy the lowest
royalty tax on its foreign property rights is to follow the
line of least resistance — the Income T a x Convention.
This is why the six nations of the European Economic
Community offer the most receptive conditions for licensing of U.S. property rights of any other area in the
world. For instance, under the double taxation treaty
between the United States and the Netherlands, the
normal Dutch tax of 15 per cent on royalties does not
apply on United States residents, corporations or other
legal entities providing that the recipients do not carry
on business in the Netherlands through a permanent
establishment.

Of course there are numerous reasons why license

T h e same basic exemption on royalties from patents,

impressive number of large and small companies, amounting to some 2,500, that have made direct investments
abroad since 1960. During the past five years more than
2,000 United States firms have established businesses in
Europe alone. Although little publicity is focused on the
vast quantity of license agreements arranged with foreign
companies, surveys show that they outnumber new
overseas investments by nearly three to one.
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Walter H. Diamond, Director of our International Tax
Division, is a frequent lecturer and the author of several
foreign tax books including "Foreign Tax and Trade
Briefs." Prior to joining our firm Mr. Diamond was Director of Research of the Foreign Credit Insurance Association where he helped to launch the
Government's
export credit insurance system. Mr. Diamond has also
served as Director of Economics for the United States
Investor, Director of the Foreign Economics
Department
of McGraw-Hill International Corporation and as economist for the Public National Bank & Trust Company of
New York.
A graduate of Syracuse University and The American
Institute of Banking, Mr. Diamond began his career in
1934. He is a member of the Overseas Press Club; the
Foreign Credit Interchange Bureau; Pi Delta Epsilon
Honorary Journalism; Overseas Automotive Club; Motor
& Equipment Manufacturers Association Export Credit
Marketing Group; Institute on U.S. Taxation of Foreign
Income, Inc.; and the Touchdown Club.

copyrights and trademarks is taken into consideration
deration
with the other Common Market members, with
vdth the
exception of Luxembourg. Belgium and France
ice also
exempt the 15 per cent withholding tax when
hen the
American licensor is not doing business on a "permanent
rmanent
establishment" basis. In Western Germany the majority
majority
of royalties are taxed as business income at the: normal
corporate rates of 51 per cent on undistributed profits
ofits and
15 per cent on distributed profits, plus the municipal
lunicipal
trade and turnover taxes, with the rates on individual
dividual
licensors ranging from 20 to 53 per cent, in addition
to
dition to
several local taxes. However, the normal rates may
may be
be
reduced to 25 per cent in the case of the licensor,, or
33/3
or 33/3
per cent in case the licensee bears the tax. On the
other
he other
hand, by using the far-reaching Income Tax Convention
avention
facility, all these Federal taxes on the West German
German
earnings are circumvented through licensing arrangearrangements.
A somewhat different situation exists in Italy. T
h e corThe
porate tax rate of 34.68 per cent, including the; various
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Communal and Provincial taxes added to the basic 24
per cent corporate rate, is applied on two-thirds of the
gross amount accruing to the beneficiary, or a royalty of
approximately 23 per cent when a Tax Convention does
not exist. For individuals engaged in industry or cornmerce, the two-thirds reduction comes to 18.55 per cent
and for those in professional activities the royalty tax is
cut to 10.72 per cent. Professional firms are taxed 8.12
per cent after reductions.
Under the double taxation treaty with the United
States, royalties and other amounts received for copyrights, patents, trademarks, etc. by residents or corporations not having a permanent establishment in Italy can
not exceed 15 per cent. However, the two-thirds reduction figure actually is calculated on the local surtaxes, so
the rates are 4.725 per cent for a corporation, firm or
individual engaged in industry or commerce.
In the case of Luxembourg, the tax on royalties is 12
per cent and is held at the source. The proposed Income
Tax Convention with the United States, signed in 1962
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but not yet ratified by the Senate, will eliminate the tax
on industrial property rights. Incidentally, the Luxembourg double taxation treaty is only one of six treaties,
five of which were signed in 1959 and 1960, which the
Senate seems to think are unimportant enough to shelve
ratification indefinitely.
As an "associate member" of the European Common
Market, Greece enjoys many of the privileges of the six
full partners and, therefore, the 180 million consumer
market of the European Economic Community should
not be overlooked if a profitable Greek license agreement
is available. Greece also has an Income Tax Convention
with the United States and as such, does not tax income
from U.S. licenses for patents, copyrights, trademarks,
secret processes, etc., when a "permanent establishment"
is not involved. If there is a permanent entity, then the
40/4 per cent corporate tax rate and the 3 to 60 per cent
rate on individuals and partnerships apply. Spain, which
has applied for associate membership in the Common
Market, has no tax treaty with the United States and
levies a new 14 per cent tax on royalties.
From the tax viewpoint, therefore, it is obvious that
the Netherlands, Belgium or France are the choice spots
to operate in the European Common Market on a
licensee operation. Moreover, the 15 per cent maximum
tax in these three countries on industrial property rights
certainly is much lower than those on earnings from
capital investment, which average approximately 50 per
cent. At the same time, since the bulk of license accords
are completed without "permanent establishments", it is
safe to say that only one out of fifty American companies
pays royalty taxes to the Federal Governments in these
three Common Market distributing centers.
Among the European Free Trade Association countries, Switzerland usually is regarded as the most attractive location in the "Outer Seven" for royalty payments
on industrial rights. However, the U.S. tax treaties also
eliminate the royalty tax when a "permanent establishment" does not exist for Americans with licensee arrangements in Sweden, Norway, Denmark and the
United Kingdom, as well as in Switzerland. T h e convention with Switzerland eliminates the 27 per cent Anticipatory Tax, but the Swiss still withhold the 3 per cent
Coupon Tax. Sweden eliminates the 30 per cent Coupon
Tax altogether, while Norway omits the 25 per cent
tax on non-residents, and Denmark exempts the 22 per
cent to 44 per cent corporate rates and the extremely
high personal taxes reaching 110 per cent. T h e Convention with the United Kingdom eliminates the 53^4 per
cent standard corporate tax and the personal taxes
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reaching 88% per cent.
Austria grants reciprocal exemption "in an amount
not exceeding fair and reasonable consideration" which
not always is complete avoidance and could subject the
licensor to the 15 per cent Capital Returns Tax. Portugal, the remaining member of the "Outer Seven", does
not have an Income Tax Convention with the United
States. Chances are it will be several more years before
the proposed treaty is signed as the Portuguese appear to
be uninterested in completing negotiations. Meanwhile,
royalty payments either carry the 15 per cent industrial
tax from trade and business or the 5 per cent basic corporate rate, plus the 3 to 45 per cent complementary tax.
Although Switzerland has the reputation as the logical
choice for property rights arrangements in the European
Free Trade Association, actually, there are ten times as
many U.S. companies using Great Britain as their base
for manufacturing operations through license. O n the
other hand, a familiar pattern employed by many prominent U.S. and Canadian companies is to establish a Swiss
trading company which owns the patent or license and
sells its rights to the U.S. company. By employing three
Income Tax Conventions, the U.S. royalty payments
may be held abroad freely without being subject to U.S.
taxes.
Under the double taxation treaty with Switzerland,
U.S. royalty transfers are not subject to a withholding
tax when transferred to the Swiss Company which in
turn is 100 per cent owned by a Dutch company in the
Netherlands. The royalties now held by the Swiss company would be subject to the 3 per cent Anticipatory
Tax when remitted to the Dutch company under the
Income T a x Convention between Switzerland and the
Netherlands. The funds could be held in Holland taxlree, and if transferred back to Canada or the United
States, the Netherlands does not tax the balances now
treated as dividends under the Income Tax Convention
with each country. Furthermore, Canada does not tax
this dividend to the Canadian parent, but the income
received by the U.S. parent company, of course, would
be included in the total income subject to the corporate
tax of 50 per cent.
Another popular technique that frequently best serves
American companies having one or more licensed operators in Europe is use of a combination Swiss tradingholding company which is 50 per cent owned by the U.S.
parent and 50 per cent by the licensees. This is generally
practiced when there are at least four licensees so that
each may hold a proportionate small share of stock, but
with their total participation no larger than the 50 per
THE
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cent requirement to justify non-Subpart F income of the
parent licensor.
Any one of the four licensees may use the license of
the other three, or buy products manufactured by the
remaining licensees, and the funds paid to the Swiss
company would be non-taxable by the U.S. Royalties
and sales commissions are retained by the Swiss company. Arrangements generally are made by the parent
with each licensee so that its interest in the Swiss company is offset by increased royalties. Sometimes, the U.S.
parent prefers to give only 48 per cent or 49 per cent of
the voting stock to the licensees and 2 per cent or 1 per
cent respectively to a Swiss bank. However, any prearrangement of switch share voting must be avoided to
justify U.S. Treasury requirements of a non-U.S. foreign
controlled corporation.
When the Latin American Free Trade Association was
created by the Treaty of Montevideo in February, 1960,
nearly every one of the nine members had visions of
some day becoming the principal distributing center for
this Common Market. At that time, each pledged to do
its utmost to ban its complicated tax system and strive
toward an eventual harmonization of taxes on income
and industrial rights. Their pledges were later reiterated
with the signing of the Alliance for Progress.
Despite the shortcomings of the Alliance for Progress,
one of the few areas where worthwhile achievements
must be recognized is the elimination of the maze of
taxes long hindering the development of several Latin
American Republics. Nevertheless, only Argentina and
Ecuador of the nine LAFTA members today can boast
of a single tax on royalties. T h e other seven still apply a
series of basic taxes, surtaxes and supplementary levies
on earnings from industrial rights.
In the complete absence of double taxation treaties
between the United States and the LAFTA participants,
although Conventions with Mexico and Chile are about
ready to be signed with the U.S., tax considerations play
a less important part in choosing a Latin American company to share a license than in chosing a European country. Argentina imposes a flat tax of 38.36 per cent on
royalties, and Ecuador levies the 35 or 36 per cent remittance tax. However, the broad tax concessions offered the
foreign licensor by the Industrial Encouragement Law
places Ecuador probably in the choice location for distributing licensed products within LAFTA. Not only does
Brazil impose a 28 per cent basic tax, a 5 per cent additional tax and a 15 per cent compulsory loan on royalty
transfers, but remittance restrictions now make license
arrangements prohibitive.
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Chile levies the 33 per cent basic tax, plus complementary taxes totaling nearly another 10 per cent. Colombia
and Peru tax royalties at the same high normal rates on
business profits which average between 40 and 50 per cent
while Paraguay requires the corporate rate of 25 per cent
on earnings from industrial rights.
The socially progressive Republic of Uruguay has devised a rather ingenious way to collect on royalty payments. Although the 10 per cent basic rate, plus the
5 to 50 per cent complementary tax, constitute the
normal taxes on royalties, non-resident licensors receive
special dispensation. They are entitled to reductions up
to 50 per cent if the licensor satisfies tax authorities that
he incurred expenses in Uruguay. If the licensor had no
expenses in Uruguay, the withholding tax is 20 per cent
on 95 per cent of the royalty, or slightly more than 18
per cent on the total remittance. Notwithstanding economic, labor and exchange crises, Uruguay thus becomes
the most advantageous LAFTA country to license taxwise.
But like Uruguay, where nationalization policies
threaten U.S. business, Mexico too, is more attractive
for licensing and technical servicing arrangements than
direct investments. In the past eighteen months there
have been two technical agreements for every capital
investment made by an American firm in Mexico. Although the new Mexican Profit Sharing Law, in which
workers receive a share of annual company profits, is
not quite as burdensome as expected, it undoubtedly is
a deterrent to U.S. capital outlays and will continue to
intensify as a menace. Meanwhile, royalties earned from
licensing are taxed from 20 to 55 per cent, while nonresident foreigners receiving income from technical assistance are subject to a 10 per cent withholding tax on
the gross amount. In addition, both types of arrangements are subjected to another 3 per cent on gross royalties paid by Mexican entities to companies residing
abroad.
The Central American Common Market consisting of
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and
Nicaragua does have a member with a treaty avoiding
double taxation with the United States. An Income Tax
Convention signed with Honduras in 1956 — and almost
terminated recently, but continued after the sudden
about-face of the Hondurans — exempts the regular individual and corporate taxes on royalties and other
amounts received from use of copyrights, patents, trademarks and similar industrial property.
From the tax standpoint, as a result of the treaty,
Honduras is the number one site for distribution of your
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product through licensing in the Central American Program of Economic Integration, better known as the
Central American Common Market. But Costa Rica
not only offers the best market, but also has the broadest
tax and investment concessions as well as an excellent
supply of skilled and unskilled labor. Many U.S. companies believe that these inducements overshadow the
absence of an Income Tax Convention and prefer to be
subjected to the 30 per cent business tax on royalty
earnings, thus choosing Costa Rica over Honduras as a
distributing center.
In addition to the Honduran and Canadian tax
treaties, the United States has one more in the Western
Hemisphere that is destined to come into more prominence in the near future. American companies will find
particularly beneficial the pending protocol with the
Netherlands Antilles of the Income T a x Convention
with the Netherlands extended to cover the Antilles in
1955. Under Article I of the Protocol, royalty income
derived from sources within the United States is completely exempt from the 30 per cent withholding tax if
the payer of such income is a U.S. corporation which
has 25 per cent or more of its stock owned by the Netherlands Antilles corporation. As in the case of the previously mentioned Swiss trading-holding company, the
Netherlands Antilles company first would have to own
the license by arrangement with a United States or
foreign company.
Use of a foreign or personal holding company not only
in the Netherlands Antilles, but also in Panama, and
particularly the Bahamas, frequently plays an integral
part of industrial rights arrangements. U n d e r Section
954 (c) of the Revenue Act of 1962, rents or royalties
derived in the active conduct of a trade or business,
which are received from an unrelated person, or one
who owns no more than 50 per cent of the combined
voting power of all stock, are not taxable as imaginary
income, or on a current basis. This is especially beneficial
when the U.S. parent does not wish to bring the royalty
income home but to build it up tax-free or re-invest it
tax-free in a so-called "less-developed" country. Instead
of paying the 50 per cent corporate tax when remitted
by the foreign holding corporation in the Bahamas, the
parent only is -subjected to the 30 per cent withholding
tax on royalties paid to the subsidiary.
While the procedure is acceptable if the U.S. company
is widely held, one must avoid it if the parent is a closely
held corporation. Should it be closely held by five or less
individuals owning 50 per cent or more, then the Bahamanian corporation is a personal holding company
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and subject to the 70 per cent flat personal holding
income tax rate effective under Section 341 of the Revenue Act of 1964.
T h e African Common Market, better known as the
Casablanca Powers, comprising Ghana, Guinea, Mali
and Morocco, started out in a hurry in 1962 to abolish
tariffs, exchange technical assistance and revamp their
extremely low corporate tax rates which generally are
imposed on royalty income from patents, copyrights,
trade secrets and like property. Historically, the Africans
prefer to cover their expenditures by collecting sizeable
and all-inclusive duties on most commodities—a carryover from slave traffic days. Unfortunately, little economic progress has been made to date in any of the
above areas. With no Income T a x Conventions, U.S.
companies are subject to the normal corporate rates of
roughly 30 per cent or 40 per cent, of course excluding
all oil royalties which must be considered separately.
Shortly after the creation of the African Common
Market, Nasser had designs of making Egypt the leader
of this regional trading area. H e immediately put to work
three committees in Cairo to complete details for an
enlarged common market. Stymied by the Casablanca
Powers from the outset, Colonel Nasser is forced to
depend on the Arab League for his regional trading
market. Unlike the Central American Common Market,
there is not a single country among the Casablanca
Powers or the Arab League that is especially conducive
for licensing arrangements because of tax reductions
resulting from treaties. In practically all of the nations
the business taxes ranging from 30 to 50 per cent apply.
However, in Iran certain approved industries may receive 50 per cent tax exemption. Moreover, rental income is subject to a flat 9 per cent. Although several
United States Income Tax Conventions have been proposed with Middle Eastern countries, only one with Israel
has been signed, but not yet ratified by the U.S. Senate.
When this does become effective, the 25 per cent rate
on royalties will be reduced to 15 per cent.
In the Far East, the three-nation common market,
which exists in the form of a customs union between/
the Philippines, Thailand and Malaysia, offers no tax
treaty advantages. On the other hand, most of the
Far Eastern nations grant special tax concessions on
technical assistance arrangements in important industrial
development. The Philippines did not renew the law
expiring in 1958 which fully exempted "new and necessary industries" from the current 30 per cent withholding
tax on royalty income on foreign corporations not doing
business with the Philippines and having no branch or
THE
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office there. Taiwan does reduce the 25 per cent normal
tax to 18 per cent on royalty income for most industries
falling under the Republic of China Statute for Encouragement of Investment.
Three important Income Tax Conventions of the U.S.
do exist with key Far Eastern nations whose total number
of licensees of American property come close to 1,000.
Another, with India, was signed in 1959 but not yet
ratified. However, of these four treaties, only the one
with Pakistan exempts the tax on royalties for the use of
patents, copyrights, designs, secret processes or formulae,
trademarks and similar property.

allow no exemptions, as with Canada which has a 15
per cent rate on royalties, and in the case of the Indian
treaty whereby a 50 per cent income tax and supertax
are levied, and the remaining third provide either for
complete exemption or a reduction. For instance, in the
case of the Japanese treaty, the maximum tax on all
royalties other than on natural resources is reduced to
15 per cent. In specified cases the rate on Japanese
royalties is still further cut to 10 per cent—a substantially
lower rate than the 38 per cent corporate rate on direct
investments. However, the 12 per cent local Enterprise
T a x applies both on royalties and business profits.

The taxation of royalties on the majority of industrial
property in varying amounts under the remaining three
Far Eastern treaties—Australia, New Zealand and India
—emphasize that advantages are not always synonymous
with Tax Conventions. In fact, sometimes there are
disadvantages. Australia's treaty is a typical example of
the pitfalls that exist in assuming you are protected from
excessive taxation without analyzing each Convention as
a separate document. The Australian agreement only
exempts royalties for the use of producing a literary,
dramatic, musical or artistic work in which copyrights
subsist. Royalties from rental property or exploitation of
mines or natural resources may elect to be subject to the
tax of the other party on a net basis as if that resident
were engaged in trade or business through a permanent
establishment. Thus, on royalty income from Australia,
United States residents pay the normal 40 per cent tax.
A U.S. subsidiary would pay the 40 per cent corporate
tax rate and withhold another 40 per cent on the remittance to the American licensor. As in many Conventions,
such as is the case of the Canadian treaty, there is no
reference to royalties from patents, trade secrets, trade
marks and similar industrial property.

This underlines another fallacy regarding royalty exemptions on licenses and technical services when Income
Tax Conventions are in effect. Since the treaties cover
Federal taxes only, many U.S. firms overlook the existence of municipal, provincial, cantonal or other local
taxes. Sometimes the tax burden on patents and technical service agreements may turn out to be much heavier
than expected despite the elimination of taxes through
Conventions. Moreover, many countries apply their turnover taxes on top of the local taxes. For instance, in Italy
one may believe there is complete exemption but the local
and turnover taxes come to 8.625 per cent. Belgium levies
its 6 per cent turnover tax on royalties and West Germany
imposes its 4 per cent turnover and 1 per cent net worth
tax.

Although the Convention with New Zealand taxes the
same rights and contains the same minimum exclusions
as are covered in the Australian treaty, it also exempts
rentals from motion picture films. Royalties from mines,
natural resources, copyrights, patents, trademarks, etc.
are subject to the ordinary income tax rates of 42 J/2 per
cent on business income. O n the other hand, rentals from
motion picture films are exempted in New Zealand but
there is no exemption on this income in the Australian
Convention.
In fact, a study of the 26 U.S. Income Tax Conventions now in effect and those signed but not ratified
reveals that for about one-third the tax on motion pictures can not exceed 50 per cent of the statutory rate
imposed on such rentals. One third of these Conventions
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Changes in tax systems or the discovery of abuses in
existing treaties frequently require revisions. Right now
the Conventions with the Netherlands, West Germany
and Canada are under review. These modifications can
distort an entire tax picture on license agreements.
Therefore, over-dependence in linking royalty arrangements to tax treaties creates a hazard that sometimes
becomes disastrous. As an example, the proposed increase
in the Netherlands dividend tax may at some time later
spread to royalty income.
Today, many countries take a firm tax position in
respect to patent royalties versus service fees. Under
special instructions issued by the Indian Government in
New Delhi, royalty payments to foreign collaborators are
singled out as having distinction from fees for services
rendered abroad by a foreign collaborator. T h e element
of royalty as such as in the use of patents is fully taxable
but the element of fees for services is exempt from tax
in India.
India's tax
agreement is
outside India
the patent is

position is such that even if the licensing
entered into and the royalties are payable
the royalty income arises in India because
used within the country. In the renowned
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (India) Ltd. case, the Bombay
High Court upheld that licensing in India constitutes a
business connection and as such is subject to normal
business taxes.
Brazil's new remittance law takes the position that
royalty payments due for patents of inventions, industrial
and commercial trademarks or similar payments depend
on submission of proof by the interested party that the
respective privileges have not expired in the country of
origin. As is generally known, remittances for payment
of royalties for use of patents, trademarks and similar
rights are not permitted between a branch or subsidiary
of a company established in Brazil and its Head Office
abroad, or when the majority of the company's capital
in Brazil belongs to the recipients of the royalties abroad.
Of course, this stand stems from the acute exchange
crisis in Brazil. Instead of raising royalty taxes still further, it prefers to keep the royalties in Brazil altogether.
Certain fees for services by U.S. companies are not
block by the profit remittance law in Brazil. Furthermore, there are many other devious yet legal methods
such as finders' fees, Brazilian stock purchases and cruzeiro loans to effect transfers.
Another royalty tax problem frequently encountered
evolves from computation. In some cases, taxable income from royalties is computed according to the net
worth comparison method. It is the custom in other
nations to figure taxable income as the excess of gross
income over income-connected expenses. Usually the
method of calculation depends upon the category of
taxable income under which it is classified. The two
systems vary widely.
West Germany, where both methods are practiced, is
a clear-cut example of the differences. Here certain
valuation rules apply and a write-down of the intangible
property to lower value is permitted under specific conditions. Moreover, the expenditures incurred in the invention may be capitalized and thus secure a cost basis
in case of sale of the patent later. If the expenditures
result in an operating loss, the latter may be carried
forward to the following five taxable years.
Under the second method, registration fees for the
patent, copyright or process, as well as research and
development expenses, are deductible as inter-connected
expenses. If expenditures incurred before income from
the patent result in a loss after the deduction, then the
loss may be offset against other income in the same
taxable year.
An unforeseen problem on patent, copyright and
trademarks that many Americans do not count upon is
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the annual renewal of taxes on most licenses. Renewal
taxes on patents, frequently called annuities in some
nations, can be expensive in each country and when
several are involved can mount into thousands of dollars
of taxes annually.
With the creation of various common markets around
the globe, there probably is no question today more
thoroughly debated yet so remotely resolved than tax
harmonization. The six members of the European Economic Community have pledged to harmonize turnover
taxes this year. Although Article 99 of the Treaty of
Rome calls for a broad reform and unification of all
taxes, little headway has been made in discussion on
most taxes, including levies on royalties. Target date for
a single royalty tax on property rights is 1970.
Actually, the nine members of the Latin American
Common Market have made more progress toward
reforms and unfication than the "Inner Six" participants
of Europe. Five Latin countries already have approved
new taxes by simplifying their systems, with emphasis on
income taxes but affecting royalties. Two members of the
"Outer Seven" also have lowered taxes on industrial
property since the European Free Trade Association was
created. In view of the past history of the creeping
progress towards tax harmony among all countries of the
world when not under Income Tax Convention coercion,
it is most doubtful that any of the nine regional trading
areas will ever reach any degree of unity on royalty
taxes. Integration of property rights taxes is bound to be
a long drawn-out problem and the wide disparities of
today are likely to be with us in the nineteen-seventies.
Because of the wide divergencies in tax rates ranging
from complete exemption to as much as 80 per cent, and
in view of frequent political confrontation, there is a
greater need than ever for guarantees and concessions
of industrial rights by respective governments. Although
exactly 68 nations have passed investment encouragement laws in the post-war era to attract U.S. investment,
only a handful cover royalties from patent licenses, trademarks, copyrights and similar property. In their desire
to lure private American capital, many foreign nations
concentrate on "tax holidays" for direct investment in
industry, but neglect local manufacturing through
licensing.
As is well known, guarantees to protect rights are
almost totally lacking in many areas of the world. Although several movements belatedly have sprung up
urging less-developed nations to stop recent nationalization threats, such as witnessed in Argentina, Brazil,
Uruguay, Peru, Boliva, Ceylon, Indonesia and even
THE
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Zanzibar little progress is expected in halting seizures.
U.S. companies would be wise to investigate the use of
protection under Investments Guarantees Division of the
Agency of International Development. While guarantees
for licensing patents, trademarks and technical services
have been available since 1948 under the original Foreign
Assistance Act, they are seldom used. On the other hand,
$1.5 billion worth of similar guarantees have been issued
for direct investment. There is no doubt that for the
small charge of *4 per cent each for guarantees covering
expropriation, war or inconvertibility of currency, it is
a worthwhile investment on your part to be assured that
you will actually receive your income after the foreign
tax deductions from property held abroad.
While taxes levied by foreign countries on profits from
patents, trademarks, copyrights and licenses are your
chief consideration, of course there are numerous steps
that American business also must weigh in minimizing
the U.S. tax burden on overseas income from property
and services. In addition to the foreign tax credit taken
against United States taxes paid, it is frequently helpful
to decontrol a patent-holding company by exchanging
stock for equity in the licenses. By allowing native interests in a foreign investment company to own patents
locally, royalty income from licenses will not be taxed
currently in the United States.
Sometimes it is advisable to integrate foreign manufacturing with leasing operations. This permits rental
income by both producer or leasing subsidiary to be
classified as non-foreign personal holding company. Moreover there are several frequently practiced techniques
that may reduce or eliminate the accrual of Foreign
Base Company services income to a Controlled Foreign
Corporation from use of technical, managerial or commercial services outside its country of incorporation for
or on behalf of related persons. Among these are:
(1) integrating manufacturing and services
companies;
(2) routing service income through a manufacturing
subsidiary in a low tax country;
(3) meeting the provisions of the 20 - 80 per cent test
under which no part of services income is Foreign
Base Company services income if less than 20
per cent of all services are performed outside the
country of incorporation; and finally,
(4) realizing Foreign Base Company services income
through the escape hatch provisions of minimum
distribution.
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In order to facilitate the use of this information as a
handy reference, we have listed the tax rates levied on
royalties by the respective countries comprising the
several Common Markets as well as three other general
areas. We also have indicated the most favorable sites
for license arrangements in each of these regional trading

I. European Economic Community (Inner Six)
Federal Tax on Royalty Payments to United States
Country

No permanent
establishment

With permanent
establishment

1. Netherlands*

None

15%

2. Beligum*

None

15%

3. France*

None

15%

4. West Germany

None

5 1 % undistributed plus
15% distributed
(Corporate)
20 to 5 3 % (Individual)

5. Italy

4.725%

23% (Corporate)
18.55% (Individual)

6. Luxembourg

12%

12%

Greece (Associate
member)

None

40/4% (Corporate)
3 to 60% (Individual)

Spain (Applicant
for membership)

14%

14%

II. European Free Trade Association (Outer Seven)
Federal Tax on Royalty Payments to United States
No permanent
establishment

With permanent
establishment

1. Switzerland*

3%

30%

2. Sweden

None

30%

3. Norway

None

25%

4. Denmark

None

22 to 44% (Corporate)
U p to 110% (Individual)

5. United Kingdom* None

533/4% (Corporate)
U p to 883/4% (Individual)

Country

6. Austria

None

7. Portugal

15%

15%
15% (from trade or
business)
5% plus 3 to 4 5 %
(Corporate)
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Latin American

III.

Free Trade

Association**

With or without permanent

V I I . Arab

establishment

League**

With or without permanent

establishment

1. Argentina

38.36%

I.Egypt

2. Ecuador*

35 or 36%

2. Lebanon

3. Brazil

28% plus 5% plus 15%

3. I r a n *

12 to 50% (Reduced by 50%)

33% plus 10%

4. Iraq

10 to 40% (non-resident individual)
10 to 30% (Corporate)

4. Chile

22.2%
5 to 42%

l

/i to 5 1 % plus 20 to 56% excess profits
tax (Individual)
12 to 36% plus 20 to 56% excess profits
tax (Corporate)

5. Colombia

6. Peru

5. Syria

6 to 36%

6. Saudi Arabia

20%

5 to 35% plus 15% complementary tax

7. Paraguay

V I I I . Other Middle

25%

8. Uruguay*

10% plus 5 to 50% reduced to 19%

9. Mexico

20 to 55% and 10% on technical
assistance

East**

With or without permanent

25%

1. Israel*
IX. Far East Common

Market**

With or without permanent

IV. Central America

Common

Market

With or without permanent

1. Thailand

establishment

1. Costa Rica*

30%

2. El Salvador

20%

3. Guatemala

5 to 4 8 %

4. Honduras*

None — (30% if permanent establishment for individual or corporation)

5. Nicaragua

4 to 30%

2. Philippines*
3. Malaysia

With permanent
establishment

1. Netherlands
Antilles*

3%

3 % plus 30%

2. Panama

2 to 35%

2 to 35%

3. Bahamas

30%

30%

4. Canada*

15%

15%

2. India

Market**

With or without permanent

40% (average for 4 member nations)

establishment

6 to 25% (reduced to 18% for certain
industries)
50%
None (If permanent establishment then
2 to 75% for individual and 50 or
60% for corporate)

4. Australia

40% (Individual)
40% (each by subsidiary and parent for
corporation)

6. J a p a n *

42/a%
15% (38% if permanent establishment)

establishment

1. Ghana

2 / 2 to 30% (Individual)
40% (Corporate)

2. Guinea

30% (may be reduced by agreement)

3. Mali

30 to 40%

4. Morocco*

3.65 plus 1/4%

40

30%

3. Pakistan*

5. New Zealand
V I . Africa Common

10 to 50% (Individual)
15 to 25% plus 1/2% of gross receipts
(Corporate)

With or without permanent

Hemisphere

No permanent
establishment

establishment

X. Other Far East

1. Taiwan
V. Other Western

establishment

* Most favored site for license arrangement within respective Common Market or area.
** No Income Tax Convention presently in effect with
U.S. within respective Common Market or area so
that rate is same whether with or without permanent
establishment.
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Speakin
Engagements
SPEAKER

SUBJECT

DATE

AUDIENCE

Atlanta
DRYDEN, E. R.

May
11-18

Seminar on the Public Accounting
Profession

First National Bank of Atlanta

MACBETH, E. A. D U F F

April 22

Budgeting

Students of Emory University and Georgia State
College — Atlanta Chapter of the Budget
Executives Institute

May
11-18

Seminar on the Public Accounting
Profession

First National Bank of Atlanta

May
11-18

Seminar on the Public Accounting
Profession

First National Bank of Atlanta

KELLER, DONALD M.

May 26

Conducting a Management Service
Practice

Amos Tuck School of Business Administration,
Dartmouth College

L Y N C H , JAMES M.

April 22

Internal Budgetary Controls

1964 Massachusetts Merchandising Seminar,
University of Massachusetts

W I E S E , DONALD G.

Mar. 17

The Revenue Act of 1964

Hyde Park Kiwanis Club

April 15

Profitability Accounting

Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry

April 16

Inventory Control

Chicago Chapter, Budget Executives Institute

May 12

Indirect Costs

Budget Executives Institute

BITINGER, T H O M A S P.

April 21

Retail Inventory Control

Plattville, Wisconsin Chamber of Commerce

BRAGG, JAMES R.

Mar.
9-13

Fundamentals of Finance and Accounting for Non-financial Executives

Seminar sponsored by the AMA

C O W E N , K A Y H.

May 21

The 1964 Revenue Act

Tri-Cities Chamber of Commerce (Davenport,
Moline and Rock Island)

DAVIDSON, H. J U S T I N

Mar.
16-20

Profitability Accounting and Control

Seminar sponsored by the AMA

April 15

Profitability Accounting

Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry

April 29

Tax Implications of Installment
Accounting for Accounts Receivable
Balances

Seminar sponsored by the Colorado National Bank
in Denver

July

The Uses of Mathematical Programming in Management Accountancy

Seminar sponsored by University of Illinois

Statistical Sampling

NABAC School for Bank Audits and Control,
University of Wisconsin

MINNEAR, ROBERT E.

Boston

Chicago
BELL, J O H N N.

2-30
Aug. 6-7
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SUBJECT

DATE

SPEAKER

AUDIENCE

Mar. 25

Practical Inventory Management —
Problems and Solutions

Illinois Society of CPA's

April 16

Flexible Budgeting

Chicago Chapter, Budget Executives Institute

F R E W E R T , WILLIAM H.

May

21

The 1964 Revenue Act

Tri-Cities Chamber of Commerce (Davenport,
Moline and Rock Island)

GALLAGHER, RICHARD H.

April

9

A Career in the Public Accounting
Profession

Mt. Prospect, Illinois High School

EBERT, CARROLL E.

HOWARD, A L L E N C.

June

Professional Ethics

Illinois Society of CPA's

O S T D I E K , G L E N R.

April 15

Profitability Accounting

Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry

PETRAN, A N T O N

April 15

Profitability Accounting

Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry

Inventory Control

Independent Business Executives Association

R E V E R S , RAYMOND J.

April 30

Careers in Accounting

Loyola University

Mar. 12

The Tax Problems Affecting the Farmer

Television program

Mar. 19

Opportunities for a Career in Public
Accounting

Beta Alpha Psi, University of Colorado

Mar.

Affiliated Groups under 1964 Revenue
Act

Colorado Society of CPA's

Mar.
9-13

Accounting and Finance for Nonfinancial Executives

AMA Seminar in Chicago

FARNSWORTH, NILE W.

June

Federal Income Taxation of Banking

School of Banking of the South, Louisiana State
University

GAY, WILLIAM L.

Mar. 13

Validation of Collections

14th Annual Municipal Finance Officers Training Institute of University of Michigan

April

Family Financial Planning

Highland Park Kiwanis Club

Mar.
9-13

Accounting and Finance for Nonfinancial Executives

AMA Seminar in Chicago

April 22

Foreign Accounting Problems — from
the Company's Standpoint

17th Annual Accounting Conference, Texas A&M
University

Mar.

4

Profitability Accounting

Harvard Business School

Mar.
16-20

Profitability Accounting

AMA Seminar in Chicago

April

Selling for Profit

American Marketings Association, New Products
Marketing Conference

20

May

Dayton
SCHUBERT, FRAN J.

Denver
G R I F F I N , C.

H.

M A R C U S , EARL

2

Detroit
BODMAN, H E N R Y E.,

II

G I L L E S P I E , G W A I N H.

J E N N I N G S , DONALD W.

3

2

9

May
18-22

Profitability Accounting

June

Accounting and Finance for Nonfinancial Executives

University of Wisconsin Seminar

June
22-26

Profitability Accounting

University of Wisconsin Seminar

Mar. 2-5

Accounting and Finance for Nonfinancial Executives

St. Louis University Seminar

Mar.

Profitability Accounting

Harvard Business School

8-12

KEYDEL, J O H N F.

4

St. Louis University Seminar

SCHATZ, HARVEY E.

April 14

Industrial Engineering and Management Consulting

Engineering Society of Detroit

W I S H A R T , ROBERT D.

April 27

Advantages of Pursuing Public
Accounting as a Career

Accounting classes at Michigan State University

WOOD, DONALD R.

April 22

On Line Processing of Savings and
Loan Accounts

Savings & Loan Controllers Association,
Minneapolis
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Executive

DATE

SUBJECT

AUDIENCE

Office

BEVIS, DONALD J.

BEYER, ROBERT

BUCHAN, J O S E P H F.

May

21

Accounting on the International Scene

The Accounting Club of Michigan Technological
University

June 17

Substandard Reporting

The Michigan Graduate Study Conference

April

Impending Changes in the Public
Accounting Profession

Beta Alpha Psi — University of Wisconsin

April 13

Profitability Accounting and Control

AMA Seminar in New York

May

8

Management Reporting

Pacific Northwest Conference, Systems and
Procedures Association

May

14

Management Control through Profitability Accounting

Chicago Systems Conference
Procedures Association

May

21

Profitability Accounting, The Opportunities of The Challenges

Credit and Financial Management Business
Progress Show in Los Angeles

June

12

Business Failures: A Lack of Profit
Planning

American Apparel Manufacturing Association in
Atlanta

Sept.

1

Business Failures: A Lack of Profit
Planning

American Accounting Association Annual Meeting

Sept. 29

Profitability Accounting

The NABAC Convention in New York

Jan.

29

Profitability Accounting

Mid-Florida Chapter of NAA

April 13

Budgetary Control Costs

AMA Seminar in New York

April 14

Integrating Overhead Budgets and
Product Costs

AMA Seminar in New York

9

Systems and

April 16

Profit Planning, and Pricing for Profit

AMA Seminar in New York

May

7

The Problems of Auditing Electronic
Systems

Auditing Class at the Rutgers Graduate School of
Business

May

14

Conceptional Frame Work for Auditing
Electronic Systems

T h e Accounting Faculty Workshop at the Graduate
School of Business in Chicago

POWER, WILLIAM
F L E I S H E R , DAVE
MILLER, J O S E P H

May

27

Designing Advanced Business Systems

NRMA Controllers' Congress panel session

SPRAGUE, RICHARD

April

2

On Line — Real Time Systems

Graduate Seminar — Faculty of the Industrial
Engineering Department, University of Pittsburgh

May
21-22

On Line — Real Time Systems

AMA

May
26-27

A New Accounting Department —
Your Bank

NRMA Controllers' Congress

June
15-19

PORTER, W. T H O M A S

Research Seminar

AMA in Los Angeles

W E R N T Z , WILLIAM W.

April 18

Opinion Bulletin No. 3 — Statement
of Sources and Application of Funds

AAA — Northeast Regional Meeting, New York
University

WESTOVER, WILLARD

May

26

A New Accounting Department —
Your Bank

Panel member — NRMA Controllers' Congress

May

22

Profitability Accounting

Eastern Regional Conference, American Society of
Women Accountants

June 1-6

Appraisal of Yardsticks and Their
Application

Seminar — Inter-nation Conference of the Institute
of Internal Auditors

May

New Reserve Regulations for Savings
and Loan Associations

Missouri Savings & Loan League

Grand

Rapids

LAMKIN, RICHARD W.

Houston
BREWER, HERBERT J.

Kansas

City

BROWN, K E N N E T H L.

H O F F M A N , LOREN G.

M C G I L L , MAURICE M.

13

Mar. 17

The 1964 Tax Bill

Estate Planning Council of Kansas City

May

2

1964 Revenue Act

Insurance Agents of National Life of Vermont

Mar.

4

Accounting and Financial Controls

Omaha — Lincoln Society of Financial Analysts

Profitability Accounting for Planning
and Control

The Accounting Society of the School of Business,
University of Kansas

April 27
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SUBJECT

DATE

AUDIENCE

Milwaukee
D E T R O Y E , WILLIAM
K U Y E R S , M I L T O N H.
M A Y H E W , WAYNE

TRAWICKI, DONALD J.

W E T T E R H A L L , R O Y C.

ew

April 16

Auditor's Approach to E D P

Data Processing Managers' Association and N . A A .
groups in Racine-Kenosha

April 16

Reporting Sales for Management

Eastern Food Processors Sales Conference, New
York City

Mar.

Return on Investment

Finance and Accounting for Non-financial
Executives — Seminar at St. Louis University

June 24

Internal Revenue Code Changes
Panel Discussion

Central States Accounting Conference of CPA's

April 10

Applying Profit Goals to Corporate
Expansion Projects

A Seminar for financial executives of Manufacturing
Corporations sponsored by Irving Trust Company

April 13

Structuring the Accounts for Maximum
Information and Control

AMA Seminar in New York

April 14

Profit Control and Product Line
Accounting

AMA Seminar in New York

5

York

B R O W N , VICTOR H.

April 16

Return on Investment

AMA Seminar in New York

H E F T E R , IRA

April 30

Experiences of a Junior Accountant

New York University Accounting Club

J O H N S O N , WILLIAM

April 29

Evaluating and Selecting Real Time
Equipment

AMA Briefing Session on Administration of
Banking Operations

MULVIHILL, DENNIS

May
21-22

On Line — Real Time Systems

AMA Management Information Systems
Roundtable

What Constitutes Doing Business in
New York State for Franchise Tax
Purposes

The New York Society of CPA's

PAUL, HERB

April 28

W E I N E R , HERBERT

April

29

Tax Implications of Installment
Accounting for Accounts Receivable
Balances

Seminar sponsored by the Colorado National Bank
in Denver

W E I N S T E I N , EDWARD

May

26

Reports to Interested Parties in
Bankruptcy Procedures

Bankruptcy and Insolvency Committee of New
York State Society of CPA's

Individual Tax Problems Created by
Recent Developments

University of Pennsylvania Tax Conference

Philadelphia
M A R K H U S , ROGER

SCULLY, LAWRENCE J.

Sept. 30
April 23

Control of Dietary Costs

Philadelphia Chapter — American Association of
Hospital Accountants

Mar. 23

Death of a Partner

Arizona Estate Planning Study Group

May

Business Use of Life Insurance

Central Arizona Estate Planning Council

Mar. 12

Why An Accountant?

Beta Alpha Psi Initiation Banquet, West Virginia
University

Mar. 25

The Revenue Act of 1964

Kingsport, Tennessee Rotary Club

April 23

The Revenue Act of 1964

Civitan Club, Kingsport, Tennessee

May

6

Profitability Accounting

Pennsylvania State University Accounting Club

June

2

The Revenue Act of 1964

Credit Association of Western Pennsylvania

June

9

The CPA and His World of Tomorrow

Pittsburgh Chapter, Pennsylvania Institute of CPA's

May

13

Retail Accounting for Accounts
Receivable

American Society of Women Accountants

Phoenix
W O O D , R. D I X O N

4

Pittsburgh
W E R B A N E T H , L O U I S A.

W I L L I A M S , J O H N C.
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Portland
HANSON, C. WADE

Mar. 25

Review of the 1964 Revenue Act

Portland Retail Trade Bureau

April 30

Impact of Tax Measures on the Oregon
May 15th Ballot

Portland Retail Controllers Group

Rochester
May

13

Cooperative Accounting and Tax
Problems

Northeast Chapter, National Society of Accountants
for Cooperatives

May

20

Financing the Small Business

American Institute of CPA's Seminar

Mar. 3-5

Budgeting Management Reports

St. Louis University Seminar Accounting and
Finance for Non-financial Executives

April

Management Accounting

National Electrical Contractors Assn. Seminar

April 18

Contractor Advisory Service

National Electrical Contractors Assn. Seminar

Mar. 24

Federal Taxation of State and
Municipal Bonds

San Diego Chamber of Commerce Governmental
Affairs

April 20

Increasing the Effectiveness of Financial Reports to Management

American Management Association

The Individual Taxpayer under the
Revenue Act of 1964

Mountain States Accounting Conference

Profit Planning and Profit Reporting

Stanford University MBA Candidates

April 17

Structuring Costs for Operations
Research

Sixth Annual O R S A - T I M S Joint Western Plywood
Meeting

SHUMA, RICHARD G.

Mar. 26

Internal Control

San Jose Chapter of NAA

SPORER, M A X F.

Mar. 19

Profiles of the Profession: 1975

Beta Alpha Psi, University of California,
Berkeley, California

April

Concept and Building Blocks of Profitability Accounting

Stanford University MBA Candidates

Cost Standards and Budgets for
Control and Product Costing

Stanford University MBA Candidates

BROWN, GAIL N.

St. Louis
HORNSBY, RICHARD L.

F L E I S H E R , DAVID L.
HORNSBY, RICHARD L.

San

9

Diego

MEITNER, GEORGE F.

San

Francisco

HARVEY, JAMES

SCHADLICH, LEROY

W A N T H A L , ALVIN

June
April

10
8

San Jose

April

3
6

Seattle
ALKIRE, DURWOOD L.

Mar. 20

Valuations

University of Washington Law School, Estate
Planning Class

B E N J A M I N , ROBERT M.

Mar.

Electronic Data Processing and
The Auditor

University of Washington, Advanced Auditing Class
University of Washington, Accounting Club

9

GORANS, GERALD E.

April 22

How to Capitalize on Your Accounting
Education

PINKERTON, G U Y C.

Mar.

T h e New Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation Reserve
Regulations

Washington State Savings and Loan Controllers
Association

Role of Audit in Supplying Contracting
Needs

Seminar presented by the Washington Chapter,
The Institute of Internal Auditors

2

Washington
BRASFIELD, KARNEY A.
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Articles and Books
AUTHOR
Chicago
TRUEBLOOD, ROBERT M.

EDITION

TITLE

1964
edition

Auditing, Management Games, and
Accounting Education

Book: co-authored with Neil C. Churchill and
Merton H. Miller

PUBLICATION

Cleveland
April

Profitability Accounting Explained

The Clevelander

June

Internal Control — What Is It?

AMA Management Bulletin

SCHAIE, J O H N

June

How to Conduct an Executive Search

Credit and Financial Magazine

VANDERBROEK, DAVID

Feb.

Reporting Revolving Credit Plan
Sales on the Investment Method for
Federal Income Tax Purposes

Stores Magazine

Profitability Accounting:
Challenge and Opportunity

Journal of Accountancy

Mar. 28

Investing in the Netherlands

Benelux Issue — American Banker

April

Tax Advantages of Incorporating in
Liberia

Prentice-Hall — Tax Ideas

April 15

Tax Advantages of Incorporating in
Panama

Prentice-Hall — Tax Ideas

April 15

Foreign Credit Insurance

Werbel's General Insurance Guide

BONI, GREGORY

Detroit

Executive

Office

BEYER, ROBERT

DIAMOND, WALTER H.

June

1

New York
BRISLEY, C H E S T E R

June

COMP

Factory Magazine

PAUL, H E R B

1964
edition

What to Do When The Revenue Agent
Appears T o Make An Audit

Article in book published by Mathew Bender and
Company Inc.

W E I N S T E I N , EDWARD

April

Examining A Company In Bankruptcy

Credit and Financial Management Magazine

April

Living With The Guidelines

The Tax Executive

Mar. 27

1964 Revenue Act — Provisions of
Prime Interest to Insurance

Insuranceweek

San

Francisco

GERVER, E L I

Seattle
PEYTON, PATRICK J.
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With Alumni . . .
Chicago — Roy Cox resigned on March 27th after almost five years on the Chicago audit staff to accept a
position as vice president in charge of administration
at the Mell Manufacturing Company, a Chicago client.
Memphis — Roy Gates resigned to accept a position
with Coastal States Gas Producing Company, Corpus
Christi, Texas, a client of the Houston office.
Milwaukee — Calvin Johnson has accepted a position
as works manager at E. R. Wagner Mfg. Co., a client
of the Milwaukee office.
Minneapolis — Richard Guinand resigned to become
controller of Seaboard Properties, a subsidiary of Baker
Properties, Inc., operators of a hotel at Ocean Reef,
Florida. Mr. Guinand was formerly on the Chicago staff
and transferred to Minneapolis in 1961.
Kenneth Schuba of the management service department resigned to take over his duties as controller of
the Robert A. Johnston Candy Company in Milwaukee.
Mr. Schuba joined our staff in 1959, and had formerly
been on the Milwaukee office staff.
On April 24 Russell Melgaard took over his duties
as assistant controller of Barton Contracting Company
a client of the Minneapolis office.
Allan Fonfara, who was on the Minneapolis audit
staff from 1957 to 1963, has been named the new controller of Marquette Corporation.
N e w York — John Carroll resigned April 15th to accept a position as controller with Kirkeby Natus Corporation.
Phoenix — Miles Bresee resigned on April 15 and is
now corporate tax manager of Great Western Financial
Corporation.
Pittsburgh — James O. Rackley left our firm to accept a position with Penn Machine Company as assistant to the controller.
San Francisco — William Kitchel left the firm to accept a position as assistant controller with Church &
Dwight Co., Inc. of New York City.
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William Griscom resigned and will be associated with
Golden West Financial Corporation and Golden West
Savings and Loan Association in Oakland, as financial
vice president.

Applause . . .
Atlanta — Duff Macbeth was elected first vice president of the Atlanta Chapter of the Budget Executives
Institute for the 1964-65 year. He will continue as chairman of the 1967 National Conference Committee, which
will be held in Atlanta.
Bob Minnear was re-elected to the Board of Governors of the Atlanta Chapter, Institute of Internal Auditors.
Chicago — Ted David taught a class at the University
of Chicago Graduate School for the spring quarter entitled "Information Systems and Management Decisions."
Robert M. Trueblood was elected to the Accounting
Principles Board at the meeting of the American Institute's Council in Boca Raton.
Robert M. Shehan has been appointed to the Membership Committee of the State Chamber of Commerce.
The Illinois Society of CPAs has announced the following appointments of Touche, Ross, Bailey & Smart
personnel to committees for the coming fiscal year: Robert M. Trueblood, Chairman, Committee on Special
Public Pronouncements, and Liaison with A I C P A ; William J. Schwanbeck, Society Insurance Plans; Allen C.
Howard, Professional Conduct; Raymond P. Bloom,
State Auditing and Accounting; Robert M. Shehan,
Standards of Reporting; H. Justin Davidson, Management Services; Robert S. Kay, 1965 Annual Meeting,
and Sub-committee Chairman Technical Sessions; Raymond E. Perry, Auditing Procedure and Accounting
Principles; Raymond J. Revers, Vice Chairman, Professional Development; W. Donald Georgen, Cooperation with Bankers and other Credit Grantors; Glen R.
Ostdiek, CPA Consultation Service; Gilmour M. Krogstad, Meetings Planning; Richard H. Gallagher, Chairman, Personnel; Donald I. Hausman, Federal Taxation;
Glenn J. Hartung, State Taxation; Joseph T. Brusherd,
Natural Business Year.
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Denver — On April 20 Russell Palmer and Donald
Sinsabaugh participated in conducting oral examinations
for students majoring in accounting at Regis College in
Denver.
Carleton H. Griffin has been reappointed to the Planning Committee of die University of Denver Tax Institute.
Detroit — H. James Gram was recently appointed chairman of the Special Gifts Committee of the Development
Council of the University of Michigan.
Wallace M. Jensen was elected to the Board of Trustees of the Visiting Nurse Association of Detroit at the
annual meeting held February 13.
Executive Office — The second review of Scientific Inventory Management
by Joseph Buchan and Ernest
Koenigsberg appeared in the April issue of the APICS
Quarterly Bulletin. It said, "If circumstances limit your
inventory control library to one volume, this is the one."
T h e June, 1963 issue of the ORSA Journal said that the
book "fills a void in the inventory control literature by
devoting half the book to 13 actual case histories."
Houston — Owen Lipscomb has been asked to serve on
the Governmental Affairs Committee of the Houston
Chamber of Commerce for 1964.

Minneapolis — Delwyn Olson was elected president of
the Minneapolis Junior Chamber of Commerce at the
May election.
Clayton Ostlund has been elected to the Board of
Directors of the Minnesota Society of Certified Public
Accountants.
N e w a r k — William A. Bergen has been elected president of the Bergen Chapter, New Jersey Society of
Certified Public Accountants.
N e w York—Ed Weinstein has been appointed an advisor
to the Columbia University Placement office on careers in
public accounting. Ed has also been asked to serve on the
Advisory Committee on Student Agencies at Columbia.
Pittsburgh — At the 11th International Meeting of the
Institute of Management Sciences on March 13, Richard M. Cyert, Dean of the Graduate School of Industrial Administration at Carnegie Tech, and consultant
to the Pittsburgh office, was general chairman and Joe
DiMario of the Pittsburgh staff participated on the Arrangements Committee and functioned as treasurer.
John C. Williams has been elected secretary-treasurer
of the Tri-State Retail Controllers Association for the
current year.

T. C. Latter has been named chairman of the 1964
Tax Institute, sponsored by the Texas Society of Certified Public Accountants.

San D i e g o — Raymond D. Taramasco served as a proctor for the C.P.A. examination held in San Diego in May.

Herbert J. Brewer has been appointed a member of
the Board of Directors of the Houston Chapter, Texas
Society of Certified Public Accountants for a two-year
term.

S e a t t l e — Gerald E. Gorans was appointed chairman
of the professional division of the United Good Neighbor Fund drive for the second consecutive year.
Robert M. Benjamin has been elected to a three-year
term on the Board of Governors, Puget Sound Chapter,
Institute of Internal Auditors.

Kansas City — Mary J. McCann was appointed by Missouri Governor John M. Dal ton as a member of the
Missouri Commission on the Status of Women. Mary
is one of four Kansas City women to serve on die 28member commission.

W a s h i n g t o n — Karney A. Brasfield was appointed by
Secretary Celebreeze as chairman of an advisory panel
to study external audit operations of the Department of
HEW.

Los A n g e l e s — Jack Heil was made an honorary member of the Iota Chapter of Beta Alpha Psi, national honorary accounting fraternity at the University of Southern
California on March 17.

TRB&S People
Pass CPA Examinations

M i l w a u k e e — George Heberer has been elected vicepresident— Memberships of the Society for the Advancement of Management for the 1964-65 year.

New York
David Barish
Peter Klausner
Stuart Newman
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Donald O'Connor
Joseph Rose
Corwin Weber
Samuel Weinstein
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